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Fire In Gardiner.

Pleasant Party at the Elmwood.
(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Phillips, May 20.—A party of between forA

ty and fifty ladies and gentlemen from Lewiston and Auburn, arrived in town on the afternoon train over the Sandy Kiver railroad (narrow gauge) and are quartered at the Elmwood
Hotel. They will remain here over Sunday,
returning home Monday morning. A recep-

O. B. Sargent.

tion was tendered them at the hall in the even-

ing.

Leading physicians and
clergymen use and recom-

examination of our
Mousquetaire KID GLOVES,
dressed and undressed in
both Tans and Blacks.
au

RECORD.

Gardiner, May 21.—The house owned and
occupied by Daniel Daily was destroyed by fire
tliir morning.
Loss $1,500; insured for $l,20o
in the -Etna Insurance Company. The lire
was caused by a defective due.

sgmxth,

weight.

FIRE

Incendiary Blaze in Hodgdon.
Houlton, May 21.—Gilman Jewett’s saw
mill in Hodgdon was burned early this morning. The lire was incendiary. Loss $3,000;

Logansport, Ind. Dec. x, 1SS0.
For a long time I have been a
sufferer from stomach and kidney
disease. My appetite was very poor
and the very small amount I did eat
disagreed with me. I was annoyed
very much from non-retention of
urine. I tried many remedies with
no success, until I used Brown’s
Iron Bitters. Since I used that my
stomach does not bother me
any.
My appetite is simply immense. My
kidney trouble is no more, and my
is
that
I
feel
health
such,
general
like a new man. After the use of
Brown’s Iron Bitters for one
I have gained twenty pounds in

GLOVES
We solicit

rains;

MAINE.

Corn, Wart k Bunion Solvent,
Kntirety harmless; le

For New England,
cloudy weather, with local

The barometer is high in the South Atlantic
States and low in the Middle States and New
England. Rain is falling in all the districts
except the lower Missouri valley and Sonth
Atlantic States. The temperature has risen in
the Atlantic Coast States, and fallen in the
northwest, lake region, Ohio valley and TenIn Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri it
nessee.
averages 20° below the mean for the month.
In these States a cold wave, extending to the
oastward, is central.
Cloudy weather, with
local rains, is indicated in the Middle and
South Atlautic States and the east Gulf States.

Whatever the cause, don’t
neglect it. Something is
wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicine has
yet l}een discovered that
will so quickly and surely
as
diseases
cure
such
Brojvn’s Iron Bitters, and
it does this by commencing
at the foundation, and making the blood pure and rich.

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Deaths by Eating Wedding Cake.
[By Associated Press.]
Gardiner, May 20.—A sad case occurred at
South Gardiner, Thursday, in the family of
Joseph Proctor. His two youngest children,
aged 3 and 5 years, while searching for something to eat, found a wedding cake, of which
they partook freely, causing the death of both

mend Brown’s Iron BitIt has cured others
ters.
suffering as you are, and it
will cure you.

ALSO

in less than 21 hours.

Foster Kid and Silk Gloves, in
7 and 10 hook—all the

Launches on Saturday.
Bath, May 20.—Goss & Sawyer launched today a double-decked schooner of (700 tons,
named Lucinda G. Potter, owned by Capt. W
F. Potter, who commands her, and others of

5,
MW&F&wly

shades.

new

[From the Home Joumvl.]

Orient, L. I.
Camden, May 20.—Launched from tlfo yard
schooner
of H. M. (Beau, the thr60-maste
Dora Matthews, of New York, of 511 tons,
carpenter’s measure. She will be commanded
by Capt. Charles Brown of St. George, and is
owned in New York, Boston, St. George and

A Remarkable Discovery.

A

—AND—

SKIS

REAL
THERE

An extensive line of Lisle Gloves,
which we show from 10c.
to $1.00 pair.

AND THAT

EASTMAN BROS. &
BANCROFT.
fndtf

raylO
9

CERE.

IS ONLY ONE

WITH SIMPLE NAME.

Camden.
_

imposters, pirates, or any old articles
which now suddenly claim to be best.
They have
been tried and found wanting, while th;s has been
proved a remarkable success.
Beware of

NO POMPOUS

MASACHUSETTS.
Small Pox in Lawrence.
Lawrence, May 20.—Another case of small
pox was discovered on Allen street today.
There are four patients at the pest house, one
of whom, Clark Towry, of the board of health,
will bo discharged tomorrow.

NAME.

This curative needs no pompous or incomprehensible title of Greek or Latin to sustain it, but its

simple English name appeals directly to the commonAnd the people are signally
sense of the people.
manifesting their appreciation of this frankness by
selecting and using Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure in preference to all other professed remedies.
Dr. C. W. Benson has long been well known as a
successful physician and surgeon and his life study

Murderer's Desperate Attempt to
Cheat the Scaffold.
New Yoke, May 20.—John Lennon, who so
brutally murdered his wife a few weeks ago,
almost hacking her to pieces at their rooms in
East Tenth street, made a desperate, but unsuccessful, attempt to end his life this mornWhile he, with
iug ;n tho Tombs prison.
other murderers in confinement there, was exthe
second
in
gallery ?he threw himercising
self over the railing, and fell two stories—
about 35 feet—on the stone flooring of murderer’s row. When picked up it was found that
he had fractured his thigh and ankle. An ambulance was called, and he was taken to BellA

been the diseases of the nervous system and of
the skin; since he has been persuaded to put his
New Remedy and Favorite Prescription as a “Skin
Cure” on the market, various things have sprung up
into existence, or have woke up from the sleepy
state in which they were before, and now claim to
be The Great Skin Cure.

Poimal*
The Republicans of Pownal are requested to meet
at the Town House, in said town, on Saturday, the
in
twenty-seventh day of May inst., at four o’clook
the afternoon, to choose delegates to the State Conthirteenth
on
the
held
at
to
be
Portland,
vention.
day of June next. Per order Town ComminJitte,

Pownal, May 18,1882.

Raymond.
of Raymond, are requested to
The
meet at the Town House, on Saturday, May 27,
5
o’clock
at
D.
A.
p. m. to choose delegates to
1882,
attend the State convention at Portland, June 13.
Per order Town Committee.

Republicans

Raymond, May 18.

or the various articles
advertised for years or struggled
along, having no real bold or merit on the public,
that now endeavor to keep head above water by
advertising themselves as “The Great Skin Cure.’
None is genuine and reliable, except Dr. C. "W. Ben
son’s Skin Cure. Each package and bottle bears his
likeness. Internal and external remedy, two bottles
in one package. Price § 1.00, get at your druggists.

|^*Beware of imitations,

which have been

vue

A Notorious Pickpocket Arrested.
The police today arrested a notorious English pickpocket named Woods, and on his person were found $41,000 in notes, drafts and interest coupons recently stolen from the pocket
of the messenger of the Mechanics National
Bank of this city. The robbery was committed
with the aid of a young woman who engaged
tho messenger in conversation while the thief
extracated the wallet from his pocket. Woods
was subsequently caught in an attempt to steal
$8000 from another bank messenger by a similar device. Tho police from this suspected his
connection with the first theft and released him
but placed a close watch upon his movements
with the result stated above.
Heavy Loan Negotiated.
By an instrument filed for record in the register's office yesterday, it was shown that, at a
meeting of the stockholders of the Mutual
Union held in May,1881, the directors were emof
powered to borrow $5,000,000 for the purpose
extending the lines of the company to a length
at
the
of 5000 miles, including the lines built
The instrument gave to the Central
time.
Trust Co. a first mortgage on all property of
every description belonging to the Mutual
Union Co., as security^for the payment of 500!)
G per cent, bonds, aggregating $5,000,000, or
$1000 each, which will come due in 1911.
Another Dishonest Post Office Clerk.
Henry K. Fuller, an employe in the post office was arrested and held iu $2500 hail today
on a charge of stealing letters.
Boiler Makers on a Strike.
The boiler makers of this city strike Monday
Thav are
for ten per cent, advance in wages.

Relief for all OVERWORKED BRAINS-

Deering.
The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at their town house on Saturday, May 27lh, at 5
o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to the State Convention to be holdenat Portland June 13th.
TOWN COMMITTEE.
Per order

CAUSE AND CUBE.

Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills
valuable for school children who suffer from

Dr. C. W.
are

headaches caused by an overworked brain
their studies, and for all classes of hard brain-

nervous

ELEGANT

in

workers whose overtasked nervoup centers need

repair and sedation. Nervous tremor, weakness*
and paralysis are being daily cured by these pills.
They correct costiveness, but are not purgative
Price, 50 cants or six boxes for $2.50, postage free,
to any address. For sale by all druggists.
Depot,
Just Received by

Baltimore, Md., where the Doctor can be addressed.
Letters of inquiry freely answered.

Kohling,

C. N. Crittenton, New York, is wholesale agent
C. W. Benson’s remedies.
mayl7MWfiFlm

at No. 89

Exchange St.

CLOTHS

IMPORTED

To be found at No Other Establishment in this city.

for

Dr.

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the CounJ# of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
In case of WILLIAM

The Noblest Ever Exhibited.

PANTALOONINGS
Of

Patterns

Exquisite

and

Splendid

quality,

Light Overcoatings,

P. BAILEY, Insolvent
Debtor.
that on the eleventh
.notice
give
May, A. D. 1882i a warrant in
was
issued
by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
insolvency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumber-

THIS

land, against the estate of said
WILLIAM P. BAILEY, of Harps well,
in
the
County of Cumberland, adjudged

HAIR LINE CLOTHS,
Something Entirely New for Dress Suits.

Goods Ever
Displayed in this city.

The Richest

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

Deputy Sheriff,
vency

GEO. W. PARKER,
Messenger of the Court of Insolbounty of Cumberland.
myl5&22

MANUFACTURERS OF FAMILY

CARRIAGES
FROM THE LATEST DES1GNT*

STANDARD QUALITY,
ELEGANTLY FINISHED,

No fioer carriages are made in this country. From
10 to 20 per cent, saved by ordering direct from the

Factory.
4-7 Chestnut St., New Haven, Conu.

dlawBm

BROOK

—

prepared to furnish Ice of superior quality for families and offices from Kimball
ANI6 HJTVKR Iti«,
Brook.
Also,
equal to any cut this sinter for Stores, Steamers
and

are

VesN,s

at

reasonaum

rates.

BURNHAM & DYER

FOR THE NEXT SIXTY DAYS.
LARGEST

Retail

Stock

aplSdtf

TKLEPHONE NO. 557.

Chandeliers, Pendants, Brackets, &c., of
the latest style, direct from the factories, .heap as the cheapest. Old Gas
fixtures rebronzed or gilded.

B

HAUL. DAVIS
maylO

Office 73 Cross Street.

GAS FIXTURES.

IN THE CITY.

So. 53

At 3.30 tire broke out iu the rear of the Palace of Fashion
clothing house on Chestnut
The flames quickly spread to the
street.
Windsor hotel and enveloped the building so
rapidly that it was impossible for the people in
Men appeared in
the second story to escape.
the front windows in their night apparel, callfor
Firo
ladders
were
ing
help.
placed at windows, and men were throwing themselves upon the rungs iu their fear.
Many were injured in their hasty exit. The flames next took
the Academy of Music, which was soon beyond
saving. It is owing to the fire proof materials
of which the First National Bank was built
and the untiring exertions of the firemen that
that building is now standing. At this point
the flames were checked to the westward but
it became evident that to the eastward the entire block must go from Harrison avenue to
Oak street. In an hour the Academy of Music
Windsor hotel, Palace of
Fashion, Hotel
Brunswick, and three or four business buildto
the
burned
above
were
ground.
ings
A later despatch states that one body so far
lias been recovered—supposed to be Arthur
Ballou, who leaves a family at Colorada
Springs. The number missing is now reduced
The loss by the fire is $300,000.
to three.

LA1V0AIJLET8,
COACHES COtTES, II ROUGH AMU*.

ROOM PAPERS
THE

$300,000 Fire in Leadville, Col.—Three
Persons Reported Missing.
Chicago, May 20.—The Timos's Leadville,
Colorado, special says of yesterday’s fire:

HEM KILLAI CO,

WE

Exchange Street.

sndtf

FLAMES.

A

mar27

IN

THE

(Established 1848.)

KIMBALL

brought 5,486 emigrants yesterday.

yesterc^y

IjANDAUM.

Exchange Street.

—

steamers

as

for sai 1

paid $2

The aggregate number of arrivals of emigrants
last week, including ouly those who were
aud not those who reached
landed
port but will not be brought ashore until tois a higher number than
This
day, 28,545.
ever before reached New York during any single week, and higher than the whole arrivals
during any one month of 1870.

and warranted in every particular. SPECIALTIES—

KOHLING,
No.,89

to $3 per day.
The Tide of Immigration.
21.—Seven
European
New Yoke, May

now

to
insolvent debtor on
petition of said
on
the
eleventh
was
filed
which
petition
debtor,
day of May, A. D. 1882, to which date interest on
claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court Room in said Portland, on the fifth day of June, A. D. 1882, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
an

Excelling all others in Texture and
Finish.

A.D. 1882.

is to
day of

be

Spring ill Summer Suitings,

Ma#?5,

Hospital.

S. BROW IN

1

A Fifteea-Year-Old Girl Sends a Bullet
Through Her Father’s Breast.

Muscatine, la., May 20.—John McMenomoe
farmer,living 12 miles west of Muscatine,aged
65, was shot and killed by his 15-year-old
daughter yesterday. The father and daughter
were quarrelling, when the girl’s brother, aged
IS, handed her a revolver, with which she shot
It is supposed
her father through the breast.
that the children desired to get possession of
The mother is in an
their father’s property.
insane asylnm.
a

Bishop Foss Failing.
Minneapolis, May 21.- The condition is less
His mind is somewhat
favorable to-day.
clouded and he is suffering from pyieania and
typhoid fever. The trouble originated in a
sprained ankle and his right leg has wasted to
half its natural size.

No. 28 market Square, Portlanu
may 10

_d2w

SLOOP FOR SALE.
keel

3

inches long

leet,
boat,
8 feet wide, formerly owned by the late Walter
SLOOP-RTGGED
of
H.
Will be sold at
23

Freeport.
Lyde,
Apply to W. G. Morrill, Freeport,
Cleery, Mail Office, Lowell, Mass

a

or

bargain.

C. L. Me-

my3dtf

A Mystery Solved.
Ossipee, N. H., May 21.—Thomas Peasley, a
highly respected citizen of this town, who has
been missing since last October, was found
in Arches Pond, near his house, by two men
who were fishing.

All the Exceptions Overruled in
Guiteau’s Case.

in the Gulf of

N^igation
St, Lawrence.

Matters in Egypt Assuming
rious Aspect.

Anxiety Concerning
the Net* Irish Measures.

Gladstone’s

THE DISABLED ALLAN STEAMER PE-

DEC SION

OF

THE

GREAT DISSATIbJTACTION EXPRESSED
BY

DISTRICT SUPREME COURT.

RADICALS

PERILOUS POSITION.

Place d in Solitary

Par nell Co

port t o-morrow,
Steamship Scotland arrived, here this evening from London, Eng., after being thirty days
out.
She was completely hemmed in for nine
davs by ice, between Cape Ray and St. Paul s
Island, and only got into clear water by the
passengers and crew cutting an opening
through the ice, in soma places 20 feet thick.

Provisions almost gave out, and all on board
wore on short commons for several days. Eight
steamers for this port were sighted, in the
same predicament as the Scotland, the Texas
a
being one, and she came near being lost,
huge hole being made in her bow by a collision
with an iceberg.
Quebec, May 20.—The ship Western Bello,
from Glasgow, wa3 crushed and sunk by a collision with an iceberg May 1st, Capt. Frew and
thirteen of the crew going down with the ship
Six of the crow were picked up in a boat the
next day, and brought hero to-night by the
schooner President.
A Sealer Crushed and Abandoned.
St. Johns, May 21.—The sealing brigantine
Rescue, belonging to Harbor Grace, Conception Bav, was crushed in the ice during tta
gais of "last Wednesday week, while midway
between northern Graves Island and Bell Isle.
Tne crew, consisting of 72 men, had to abanThere was
don the sealer and take to tho ice.
a heavy rolling swell surging among the floes,
and the position of tho seal hunters for some
Fortunately
time was eminently perilous.
steamship Mastiff was within reach of their
down
bore
ana
upon them
signals of distress,
The whole crew were safely transferred to the
steamer and landed at Harbor Grace Friday

night.
The few steamers fortunate to have run the
gauntlet of the ice pack in the Gulf of St*
Lawrence describe the bank of Newfoundland
One captain
as fairly bristling with danger.
says the icebergs passed by his vessel were not
loss than a thousand feet high, the largest he
has ever seen in an experience of half a lifeThose vessels fortunate
time in these waters.
enough to get through describe the peril of a
whole fleet of sailing vessels and several steamThe Polynesian had her
ers as very great.
The Lake Huron was
share of the ice pack.
fast for several days, aud several other steamers which have arrived bear the marks of the
But the worst
encounter in getting through.
of disasters seems to have befallen the Peruvian, one of the Allans’ finest vessels. She
haSjSome 900 er 1,000 passengers on boird, and
for six or seven days was drifting at the mercy
of wind and tide, with a broken propeller. To
those who do not know the Gulf of St. Lawrence, this is not a significant fact, but to the
public who recollect the fate of vessels going
on the “Terrors,” or Bird Rock, the scores of
vessels lost with all on board and none left to
tell the store, the terrible position of the passengers on board the Peruvian may be imagined readily.
Cooped up in a mass of shifting
ice, which crunches against the vessel’s compartments, may leave room for further ripping
and grinding, and then the final struggle for
life among the masses of ice, with no hope of
succor.
Those are the terrors that frighten
Bad as it is on the steamthe stoutest hearts.
ers, however, it must be far worse to the sailing vessels. They are not owned by rich companies, aud less trouble is taken about them,
especially as most of them are foreigners. Several were wrecked last season, and some lost
every soul on board.

XLVIIth

Congress-lst

Session.

Washington, May 20.—The unanimous decision of the District Supreme Court on the
question raised by the defence in tho Guiteau
Chief Juscase will be announced Monday.
tice Cartter has for several days been unwell,
and Judge James has accordingly been deputed to formulate the opinion of the court
and will probably announce it. The draft prepared by him will to-morrow be submitted for
final approval of its phraseology to all the
judges of the court except Judgo Cox, whose
rulings are under review. The Post of to-morrow will give the following as the points of
the decision: •'The opinion of the court will
broadly sustain tho position taken by the District Attorney, that the jurisdiction is complete where the fatal blow was struck, without
regard to the locality of actual demise. The
court holds that the bullet fired at the President by Guiteau on the 2d of July at the railroad station in this city, was the cau.S9 of his
death, and that the trial could only have boen
held in Washington; that the death of the
President in New Jersey, except as affected by
a local statute, could not change the jurisdiction. The assassin had not been in New Jersey, had committed no offence against New
Jersey laws, and that the mere fact of the victim being removed to Elberon to prolong his
life or save it if possible, could not be made to
affect tho character of the crime.
The court
will hold, in addition, that there are several
on
which’the jurisdiction, as exergrounds
cised, might be maintained if it were necessary to decide the case:
First, that this is an United States Court with
all tho powers of any Circuit Court of the
United States.
Second, that this is a judicial district, and
that, under the provisions of the law, when a
crime is begun in one and completed in another
district, the offence is complete in either.
Third, that the murder being an offence
in this district against the United States ard
the removal of the President to New Jersey
did not take him beyond the jurisdiction of the
government against which the offence waB
committed.
Considerable anxiety has teen expressed as
to the action of the Supreme Court of the
United States, it being "announced that an
application would be made to that body by defendant’s counsel for a writ of habeas corpus.
There are now only two ^justices of that court
in the city—tho court having adjourned for the
term—Chief Justice Waite and Justice Miller.
The
best legal authorities express doubts
whether such a writ conld be grantod by tho
full court in session, and it is not believed that
any single judge will take the responsibility of
passing upon so important a question,when it is
recalled that the court was in session for three
months after the sentence of death was passed.
It may, therefore, reasonably be concluded
that Guiteau will hang as sentenced, and that
there is no eartherly hope for him.”
The Post adds: “After the delivery of the
opinion, the prisoner will be taken at once to
a solitary cell in the jail Where
he is now confined, and p aced under a continual guard,
better known as the “death watch.”
Every
action will be observed up to the fatal moment, and not a word will bo permitted to be
spoken to khn except by his spiritual adviser,
or by persons
specially authorized by the
warden, Gen. Crocker, who has entire charge
of and responsibility for the assassin from this
time on, until his dead body is ready to be consigned to the doctors for a post mortem examination. District Attorney Corkhill has determined upon an examination of the brain of
the assassin by a board of tho most eminent
medical experts in the United States to put at
rest, as he believes, by such an examination
forever, the question of his sanity. After the
autopsy the body will be delivered to the relatives of the doomed man, if any of them call
for it,”
WASHINGTON.

HOUSE.

Washington, May 20.
On motion of Mr. Kasson of Iowa a Senate
amendment to the House bill authorizing the
receipt of United States gold coin in exchange
for gold bars was agreed to.
Mr. Calkins of Indiana called up the contested election case of of Mackey va. O’Connor
from the 2d district of South Carolina.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania, stating that
there were reasons why his side did not desire
to consider the case today, raised the question
of consideration, and on division the Democrats refrained from voting, thus leaving the
The yeas and nays
House without a quorum.
being ordered resulted, yeas 118, nays 1, (Mr.
than a quorum.
less
of
Connecticut)27
Phelps
A call of the House was ordered, and disThe doors were
closed 214 members present.
then closed and orders passed directing the
absent
take
to
into'custody
Sergeant-at-Arms
members and bring them to the bar of the
House.
In half an hour Messrs. Oates of Alabama,
Van Voorhis of New York and Young of Ohio
were brought to the bar and after
presenting
their excuses amid much merriment, wore disof
Indiana
Calkins
from
givcustody,
charged
ing notice, however, that after today he would,
unless bona fide excuses were offered, insist
that some punishment should be visited upon
recusant members.
At 2.30 business was still at a standstill.
The Democrats are firm in the determination
of the Mackey and O’Connor election cases,
and the Republicans assert that the issue having been made they will not yield until a quorum for business is secured.
Absentees on the Republican side have been
notified to return at once to the city, and the
Republican leaders say that by Monday they
will have in attendance a quorum of their
own party and Greenbackers, who will vote
with them, and that this case shall be disposed
of before any other business is taken up. The
present prospect, unless one side or the other
unexpectedly yields, is that the House will remain in continuous session until the pendirg
buiiness shall be disposed of.
Matters remained at a standstill until 2
o’clock when Mr. Calkins suggested that the
discussion of the case be proceeded with.
Mr. Sparks of Illinois said it was charged
Mr.
Fry that part of the rsccrl
by
He desired that the whole matwas a forgery.
ter bo sent back to the committee on elections.
Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania would prefer
to occupy the day with the consideration of
the bill to reduce internal taxation and declined to accept the suggestion.
At 2.30 further proceedings under the call
were, on motion of Mr. Calkins of Indiana,
dispensed with, and a vote again recurring on
the question of consideration, resulted-yeas
119, nays 2, (Phelps of Connecticut and SpringNo quorum.
er of Illinois).
Mr. Hiscock of New York, chairman of the
committee on appropriations, reported the general deficiency bill. Printed and recommitted.
It recommends an appropriation of $0,425,351.
Another cal! of the House was then ordered at
the conclusion of the roll call. Calkins remarking that it was impossible to get a voting quoto adjourn, pendrum present today, moved
ing which O'Neill of Pennsylvania presented a
memorial of the Philadelphia Board of Trade,
urging the passage of the bill referring the
Court of
French spoliation claims to the
Claims. Referrod.
The House at 3.20 ad journed.

THE BAPTISTS.
Concerning the National Convention In
2
New Yors City, Thursday.
New York, May 20.—Great preparations are
being marie for the National Baptist Oouvt ition which is to be held iu the First Baptist
Church, on the corner of Thirty-ninth street
and Park avenue, commencing on Tuesday evening aud continuing until the close of the
mouth. There will be delegates from all parts
of the United States present, and as there are
here from foreign
a number of missionaries
countries the convention will probably transact
business.
A
feature of tho convery important
vention will be the semi-centenial anniversary
exercises of the American Baptist Home Mission Society. On Thursday the work among the
Chinese will be the principal subject considered. On Friday anniversary sorvices *will be
held iu honor of the semi-centennial of these
societies. Prof. Aaderson of Rochester will
deliver the anniversary address in the evening.
Sessions will be held daily in tho morning, afternoon and evening for the reviewing of the
work of the past and the adoption of plans for
the future. One of tho most important subjects that will be brought to the notice of the
convention will be the recent action of the
American Bible Society iu reference to the
revised New Testament. Steps will be taken to have a revision made to make the views
of the Baptists.

TERRIFIC

EXPLOSION

In a Coal Mine—Four Miners Lose Their
Lives.

SirAMOKiN, Pa., May 20.—An explosion of
sulphur occurred iii Breckinridge colliery, noar
this place, to-day, causing the instant death of

Lawrence and Frank Osman, and
fatally burning David Green and Frederick
Hoffman
Hoffman.
Green has since diod.
had enterred the mine witli a naked lamp,
An
behind.
while the other meu remained
unexpected body of sulphur was met, which
ignited from the lamp, causing a terrific explosion and hurling the men with great force
against the gangway timbers. About 200 tons
of top coal were dislodged, which fell ou Lawrence and Osman.
This mine is over 1500
feet deep, and has always been remarkably
free from gas.
James

The Star Route Cases.

Washington, May 20.—The grand jury of

the criminal court of the District of '.Columbia
to-day returned new presentments against
Thomas S. Brady, John W. Dorsey, Stephen
W. Dorsey, Montford C. Rerdeli, Henry M.
Turner, J. R. Miner, J. M. Peck jand Harvey
M. Vaile, charging them with conspiring to
defraud the United States in connection with
awards of Star route contracts.
The new presentments, it is thought by the prosecuting officers, will close up several loopholes left open in
the old indictments.
Immediately afjer the presentation District
Attorney Corkhill asked the court to issue
bench warrants for tho arrest of the defendants, explaining that as they were already
under ionds in the other cases he should not
serve them unless it appoara to
be necessary.
Mr. Bliss stated that the defendants wonld be
furnished with printed copies of the indictments before Monday.
Judge Wiley then issued the order making warrants returnable
Tuesday next.
bhipherd’s Case.
Shipherd was asked by Brewer what reply
he propi/Sed to make to the ultimatum of the
foreign affairs committee, and replied that he
did not proposo to bother with the committee
any further, that he had made them a proposition which they had declined, that “Now no
power on earth could compel him to produce
bis documents before the committee.’’ That
be bad wasted three moths time and expendod
several fbousand dollars in counsel fees, simply
to please the committee and the public; that
the committee had no power to compel him,
and wore well aware of it; tnat in future he
Bbould not ovon notice any aupboona from
them. He further intimated that he proposed
in a few days to give to the public, through
the press, the documents which tho committee
had declined to receive upon his terms. Shipherd leaves the city thi3 afternoon but expects
to return Monday, when he will make arrangements for the substitution of his documents.
Personal.
Senator Logan returned to Washington today from Hot Springs, Arkansas. He is in excellent health and will resume his place in the
Senate to-morrow.
Late mail advices in regard to the health of
Senator Hill report him still confined to his
and most of
room in Eureka Springs, Ark.,
His friends in this city
thd time to his bod.
have but little hope of his recovery.

THE BOYS IN BLUE.
Great Preparations for the National Encampment. G. A. R.
Baltimore, May 20 Arra-gements for the
reception and entertainment of the Grand
Army of the Republic and other visitors to the
National Encampment next month are progressing most favorably. The liberal appropriation of the city council and generous subscriptions of all classes of citizens will make the reception, welcomo and entertainment of the
Grand Aimyau occasion worthy of the city and
its guests. The committee of arrangements estimate, from the amount of notices received
from various Grand Army posts, that 25,000
men will be in line in the grand parade, including a number of ccmpanies from the Southern
States.
The Society of the Army of the Potomac.
New York, May 20.—The Society of the
Army of the Potomac will hold its thirteenth
annual reunion June 14 and 15 at Detroit,
Mich. Gen. E. S. Bragg, M. C. from Wisconsin, will be the orator, and John Boyle O’Reilly of the Boston Pilot, the poet. The President,
Secretary of War, Gene. Grant, Sherman,
—

Sheridan, Hanoock, Wright, Franklin, Terry,
Sickles and other distinguished officers expect
to he present.
The exercises will include a

public reception

and meetings and the oration
and poem on the first day, and a review of
troops, excursion on the river and banquet on
the second day. The members of all sister societies are invited to be present. The officers
of the society for the current year are Major
General Charles Devens,President; General Mj
T. McMahone, Treasurer; Colonel Horatio C.
and General
King, Recording Secretary;
George H. Sharpe, Corresponding Secretary.

Iron and Steel Workers.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 20.—A district mooting
of the Amalgamated Association of Iron and
Steel Workers was held this aftornoon to take
final action in regard to the iron workers’ side
The scale
of the scale of prices in question.
adopted at a former meeting, which provided
for an increase in wages for all classes of iron
workers, did not moet the approval of the
refused to sign,
manufacturers, and they
claiming that the depressed condition of the
iron trade would not justify the advance demanded. This afternoon the amalgamated association decided to compromise by withdrawing all demands for an increase, excepting in
the case of the puddlers, roughers and scrapers.
The increase asked on puddlers’ wages is from
85.50 to 86. per ton, ou the present card rate.
A conference between the association and
manufacturers’ committee will bo held next
week.
_

Base Ball.
At Trenton, N. J.—Rutgers College, 8, Tren
ton 5.
At Princeton—Harvards, 14; Princeton, 1A
At Baltimore—St. Louis, 10; Baltimores, 7.
At Philadelphia—Philadelphia:), 7; Athletics, 6
At Trov—Troys, 14; Bostons, 3.
At New York—Metropolitans, 9; Eclips, 2.
At Pittburg—Buffalos, 3; Clevelands, 2.
At New Haven—Yale Freshmen, 5; Harvard freshmen, 4—11 innings.

With

Davitt and

E an In Paris.

Conllnemeut.
Montreal, May 20.—The Allan Company
has received information that the steamer Peruvian is in tow of the steamer Acadian, bound
for Quebec, and is expected to arrive at that
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Perils of

WEATHER BULLETIN.

plaint, consumption, cold,
rheumatism,dyspepsia,overwork, nervous debility, &c.
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Partly

The singular tiling about
it is, that pain in the back
is occasioned by so many
things. May be caused by
kidney disease, liver com-

Corns5

Cure Your

TWENTY-FOUR

winds mostly westerly, stationary or higher
temperature and pressure.

That’s a common expression and has a world of
meaning. How much suffering is summed up in it.
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IRELAND’S AFFAIRS.

THE DEATH WATCH.

THE ICE.

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 22.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

Boston, May 21.—The Boston Herald’s London correspondent cables as follows:
"I am enabled to give yon the exclusive information that the Parnell Gladstone proregarding the passage of the new
rish measures is now complete and the land
members
have been informed that the
league
progress of the repression bill will determine
the action of the government regarding the arIf they obstruct the first, the govrears act.
Gladstone's
ernment will delay the socond.
anxiety to get the crime bill through in some
form is explained by his vast loss of ministerial popularity with the masses since the Dublin
murders, and the hope of its recovery by this
method. Hence the great concession to Parnell’s followers to induce them to avoid obstruction that would surely destroy Gladstone’s

framme

government.

When the crime bill comes ud Tuesday iu
committee, importaut amendments will be offered and accepted. One relating to the proposed embargo on Irish newspapers will provide when adopted that suppression shall only
refer to American journals of the O’Donovan
Kossa description. Another amendment will
reduce the term of operation of the law from
three years to two. Another will make less arbitrary the pow er of arresting persons merely
suspected of belonging to secret socities. The
fourth modifies the powers of local magistrates
and provides an opportunity of appeal to a
higher court of persons held by their author-

ity.

Members of the liberal party say the greatest
dissatisfaction as to the new policy exists
amonS the Radicals and Tories. Mr. Story
said last night Gladstone most speedily choose
between those wings of the party as they decline longer to be kept harnessed together.
The correspondent says “I understand Parnell
went to Paris again yesterday morning to consult with Davitt and EgaD, and is not expected back before Monday.
Other members of the league momentarily
estranged from him till the discovery of the
letter to O’Shea, on which the government
bargain was based, have become reconhim
herewith
will
work
ciled and
critical
the
most
after.
Undoubtedly
with the ministerial
in connection
time
We
crisis has been daring the past week.
have the curious spectacle of the most conservative government in the world steeped in
political bargains of a most extraordinary character.
A New Police Force in Dublin.
Dublin, Slay 21.—Colonel Brackenburg lias
been appointed director of the now criminal

investigation department.

Magistrates and
police commissioners will report to him all

of crime. The new force is composed of
very superior class of men and everything
will be done to screen their avocation.

cases
a

LATER.

Fenian Brotherhood Manifesto.
New York, May 21.—The council of Fenian
Brotherhood issued a “manifesto” Friday. It
is addressed to “Irish Revolutionists at home
and abroad” and very verbose.
Following is
“The spirit of revolution is
an
extract:
abroad. Every effete and gouty monarchy in
Europe totters on its rotten foundation.
Brethern awake, arise and labor with us to
help on the wise ways of Providence, and to
advance the good cause. Thus shall we in solemn secret conclave continue with augmented
force to give emphasis of the dagger, fire and
sword and of other av ailable researches of
civilization to our ancient merciless and unrelenting enemy to destroy whom we shall use
while life endures every moans within the
reach of human efforts. Let us clothe ourselves in sable; aye and in taikcioth and ashes,
for our own dead, not for our enemy’s.
They
(Cavendish and Burke) and others had better
been born dogs than answer our wrath. We
proclaim our unswerving fidelity to the ancient
gospel of force, and those revolutionary princioles upon which this great republic is based.
We say to those most concerned, and we say it
with knowledge whereof we speak,” Beware
lest in thus trampling upon the people you
Let our enemies look
tread upon torpedos.
to it for they are fairly warned.” This manifesto ends with a cry in very large type “God save
Ireland. By order of the executive council of
the Fenian Brotherhood. Post office box 2197,
New York City.”
Michael Davltt on the Situation.
London, May 21.—Michael Davitt, addressa
ing meeting of Irishmen at Manchester said
nobody lamented the recent murders more than
he, and nobody was readier to prevent such
crimes in the future. He declared that without the presence of police and military the
property of Irish land lords would not be worth
a months purchase.|’There could be no alliance
between Irishmen and English Whigs nntil
The
landlordism was completely abolished.
government could Lot grapple effectually with
the secret movement when it was made (to appear such movement was only for the protecHe declared if
tion of a wronged people.
Gladstone was in earnest in his efforts to suppress crime he must go to the source of all
agrarian outrage and remove landlordism,
sweep away Dublin castle and show he could
repose the same confidence in Ireland as in
Canada.
General Notes.
Dublin, May 21.—A rumor that crape had
been affixed to the door of Cardinal McCabe’s
residence, and that a piece of paper with a
representation of a coffin had been left on his
doorsteps, had no foundation.
Seventeen houses were burned at Middleton,
County Cork, and 70 persons made homeless.
Rev. Mr. Sheehy has returned to Kilmallock,
where he received an ovation.
A riot has occurred at Limerick between the
The police charged with
police and people.
fixed bayonets, and several persons were in-

jured.

The Standard reports the appointment of
Col. Brackenhurg as Inspector General of the
Irish constabulary has been cancelled and that
Col. Bruce has been appointed to that office.
Leaders of the League oppose Parnell’s contemplated resigation of his seat, though he
has strongly urged his desire to reside on the
continent for some time.

SHIPHERD’S DECISION.
He will not Bother with the Committee
any Further.
Washington, May 20. Mr. Shipherd was
asked this afternoon what reply he proposed to
make to the ultimatum of the foreign affairs
committee, and replied that he did not propose
to bother with the committee any farther; that
he had made it a proposition which it had declined, and that now “no power on earth could
compel him to produce his documents before
aud he had wasted three
the committee;
months time aud expended several thousand
dollars in counsel fees, simply Jto please the
committee and the public; that the committee
had no power to compel him and was well
aware of it; that in future he should not even
notice a subpoona from it. He further intimated that ho proposed to give to the public,
through the press, the documents which the
committee had declined to receive upon his
terms. Mr. Shipherd leaves the city this afternoon, but expects to return on Monday.
Card to the Public.
Mr. Jacob R. Shipherd has issued a card to
the public which is intended to express his
opinion of Mr. Blaine aud of the committee
investigating the affairs of the Peruviau company. The most of it is of a nature which does
uot justify tbs Associated Press in giving currency to it. I', concludes as follows: “In answer to requests already received from Dearly
every State in the Union, I am considerof continuing the naraing the * expediency
*
*
*
The necessary data are all
tive.
ready, and if the public wauts the facts and
I
am
rather
inclined
the
documents,
not to refuse them.

LAYING FOR A TAKE.

Cairo, May 21.—The ministry are making
strenous efforts to obtain the support of|the Notables in inaugurating a ipolicy of resistance.
and french
the English
The admirals of
except to
squadrons have no orders whatever,
be utterly
will
protect Europeans which they
as it
of
resistance,
event
in
the
unable to do
would be easy to destroy shipping from the
lanli and ruin the city before the allied fleet
It is represented
could silence a single fort.
here that the English and French governments
be
are mistaken if they think Arabi Bey will
frightened into yielding at Cairo by the presArabi
Bey’s
ence of iron clads at Alexandria.
adherents assert Arabi can count upon the
The Khearmy, and that he moans to fight.
dive’s adherents are calm. Four thousand reTwo
serves have responded to a call to arms,
thousand have gone to Cairo and two thousand
to Alexandria.
Malta, May 21.—The British iron clad Inflexible has sailed for Suda Bay to join the

English squadrou.
U. S. Steamers at Tangier.
Tangier, May 20.—United States steamers
Lancaster, Galena, Quinnebaug and Nipsic

arrived here on the 10th and are to sail for
other Moorish ports to-day. No political importance is attached to their visit.
Foreign Notes.
A Paris despatch says intelligence has been
received from Berlin that Germany and other
powers have favorably received the communications of England and France regarding the
naval demonstrations in Egyptian waters. The
Sultan has intimated he will abstain from military preparation connected therewith beyond
sending some men of war to Alexandria.
Chas Lefobvre of Paris, the painter, is dead.
A St. Petersburg despatch says there has
been a great tire in the Jewish quarter of
Kovno.
A London dispatch says the Duke of Grafton
is dead, aged 63 years.
The Spanish Senate, by a vote of 125 to 35,
has adopted the whole bill for the conversion
of the debt.
Mr. Dietzmonin, candidate of the Left, has
been elected life Senator in France.
_

The 107th anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence by the people of Mecklenburg
county, North Carolina, was celebrated Saturday, by a parade of military and liremeu. Gov.
Berry, Seuators Vauce, Ransom, Bayard, But-

ler and Hampton wore present and participated. Senator Bayard delivered an oration.

Dried Western....8Vi®7
do Eastern.... 6 Vfc®7

Receipts by Railroad—May 20.
Portland &
Ogdensburg—9 cars lumber, 2 do
2 do shoe pegs, 1 do wood board, 1 do boope. 2
do paper, 6 do grain, miscellaneous, 10. Total 33

logs,

cars.

Easti
140 sav

.i

rotd—12 ears flour,* 1 do
bran, 94 bales cotton.

Fre*h Beef llarkrt.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.11 @12Vs Hinds.12%@14%
Fores.9%@10% Rattles. 9 @ 9%

Backs.9%@10%

Rounds.10%@il%

Disappointed Burglars.
Providence, May 20.—About three o’clock
this morning two sharp explosions were heard

from the rooms of the first national hank of
ITopkinton in the village of Hone Valley and
it was fonnd that an attempt—the fourth in 8
the bauk.
or 10 years—had been made to rob
Powder had been b’own in about the safe
doors. The explosion blew off the outer fastenings and destroyedthe look, but the entrance
The thieves
to the safe could not be made.
probably numbered three or four men. Their
arrangements for guarding against detection
were very complete. They escaped in a stolen
carriage, bearing a fine lot of burglars’ tools.
They were traced only a few miles through the

country.

__

THE DOMINION.
A Sensation In Now Brunswick Political
Circles.
St. Jonh, May 21.—A sensation is caused in
political circles here by the announcement of
the reconstruction of the Provincial governHon. Mr. Fraser, Attorney General,
ment.
retires and Mr. McLeod of St. John becomes
Attorney General; Hon. P. A. Landry, Chief
Commissioner of the Board of Public Work,
becomes Provincial Secretary in place of Wedderburn, who will be appointed County Court
judge. Mr. Colter will become Chief Commissioner and Hon. Mr. Harrington Premier
without a portfolio. Elections have been fixed
for June 22d._
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
At New Orleans, Saturday, the jury in the
case of Capt. Azariah F. Wilde, of the United
States secret service, charged with manslaughter in shooting and killing Albert A. Weeks,
aged 12, returned a verdict of not guilty.
A Norwich, Conn, dispatch says the freight
steamer City of Lawrence has been floated and
is unharmed.
Steamship Home which arrived at New York
Saturday, brought 1,510 steerage passengers
from Liverpool.
An Austrian forger, Franz Mesv, arrested on
the steamer Kio Grande at New York, Friday,
was taken to Europe Saturday as a prisoner.
Collector Worthington will take charge of
the Boston custom house to-day.
Four hundred houses have been destroyed by
fire at Bayabad, near Sinope, Asia Minor.
Serious busli fires are reported about Sault
Ste. Marie, in Ontario.
The bank of Prince Edward’s Island will go
Its liabilities are 5300,000
into liquidation.
more than its assets.
Lowell, Mass, has granted 91 liqnor licenses,
for which 529,700 was received.
Hon. Alphonso Taft, minister to Austria,
will sail in the Alaska, May 27th. His wifo
and daughter Fannie will accompany him.
The new Unitod States revenue steamer. No.
628, was launched Saturday, at Wilmington,
Del. The vessel is an Iron, twin-3crew boat, of
364 tons burden.
The St. Louis Cotton Exchange, Saturday,
adopted a resolution to establish a call board
for the sale of cash and future cotton, to go into operation July 1.
The strike of miners in Pittsburg continues.
If it extends, 12,000 laborers will be thrown
out of employment.
The Cleveland Bridge and Car Work Co.
have made an assignment.
The deficit of Gov. Churchill of Arkansas,
when he was State Treasurer, was 5125,000.
Marshall, Republican, nominated for Congressman at large in Pennsylvania, says be has
neither declined or accepted the nominatio i,
but will likely make known publicly his intention tc-day.
About 200 men were discharged Saturday
from the wholesale departments of A. T. StewFrom the present
art & Co., New York city.
outlook the wholesale departments will be
closed up by July 1st.
Four attempts were made last night to destroy the office of the Louisville, Ky., Daily
World newspaper, but without success.
Abram O. Wendell of L’ttle Rock, Ark.,
formerly a leading hardware merchant of that
city, died yesterday of dropsy, aged about 69.
lie leaves a widow, daughter and three sons.
By a tornado in Pike county, Arkansas, Saturday, three persons were killed, one fatally
injured and sixteen buildings were destroyed
beside great damage done to the crops.
Heavy snow storms were reported in Dakota
Saturday, and unusually cold weather in Minnesota.
__
Sir Michael Bass, who has just been created
baronet by Mr. Gladstone, is a member of the
famous firm of brewers. There are two others
of the family in Par liament, and in the last
House there wete three.
The Massachusetts House of Representatives
a

has refused to pass the bill abolishing the
Governor's Council.
The Canadian Parliament has just passed a
law which is to take effect June 15, abolishing
all postage on newspapers sent to subscribers.
Iu taking this step Canada shows herself in advance of this country.

FINANCIAL

ANDJMJMMERCIAL

Portland Daily Wholesale Market
Pobtland, May 20.
There are no new features to report in the whole
sale market, trade in ail departments being quiet
and sales very light.
The following are to-day's quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions, ito.
Floor.

Saperfine.4 76@5
Extra Spring..5 75@6
•XX Spring....7 00&7

«4r.*iin.

M. old Corn,
25
car lots
60 (New Corn,
50

I

H.

@92

car lots,
@91
Spring
"
64
Wheats.8 75@9 50 Oats,
M uhigon WinI iaokod Bran 00@2800
3D 00
Midi..
ter best.7 OOgT 25
Cotton Seed,car lot 30 00
Common
00
lots
32
00
bajj
Michigan....6 75@7
93
St. Louis Win88
50
7
ter fair
26@7
65
Winter good.. 7 60 a 7 75 Iv/MUC,
30 00
Winter best.. .7 75@8 00 Bran,
32 00
Produce.
Mids,
130
Sweet potatoes5 25@5 60 Rye,
f*roriwiouM.
18@20
Turkeys.

Patent

...

..

..

..

..

Moas BeeX..13 U0@13 60
Kx Mess.. 14 00@14 60
Plato.16 00@16 60
Ex Plato..17 00@17 50
Pont—
Crnberries, Jp bbl
Backs.. ..25 50(326 00
Maine. 9 00@10 00
Clear.24 60;d>25 00
in»
C ipe Coa, 12
Mess.20 6U(a)2100
nuyar*
Granulated.10 ’• a Hams.14
Extra C. 99 a Round Hogs....
@9
Fruit,
fliUrtt.
Muso'tl Raisins2 80@3 50 Tub,
Chickens.

18:g20
Etfgs.17 @18
Berm’dOnioius@3 uO
Fowl.

uu@16

'@14^

lb..,.123/8@12Mi

London Layers310(g3 15 Tl»r<Me, B) ^.12V*al23.

@20

Loins.17
Rumpe...16 @16
Hump Joins.15

@18

Grain market.

Portland, May 20.
The

following quotation?

of Grain

were

received

by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
Chicago.-Wheat—. A—Con**— >.—Oat*—
Time. June.

July

May.

June.

June.

9.30.126% 126%
72% 60%
.126% 126% 74% 72% 50%
11.30.127
126% 74% 72% 60%
12.30. 127 Vs 1267/8 74 Vs 72% 60%
1.01..127% 12674 7474 72% 60%
August Wheat 9.36 a ru at 114: 1.01 p m
July Corn 9.36 a m at 72Va J 1.01 at 72%.

July.

45%
46%
46%
46%
46%

10.30

114%;

Dry Goods Wholesale market.
The following quotations aro wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Stores Bros. A Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Gcocs, 144 to 162 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine
36 in. BVi@ 7V4 Fine
Fine
36 in. 6
® 6
Fine
40 in. 7V4@ 9

Heavy 36 in. 7V4<3 8%

BLEACHED

Man Found With His Head Pounded
Out of Shape—No Trace of the Assail
ants.
Jebsey City, May 21.—Wm. Leo. aged 45,
emplyed in Allan’s ship yard, was last night
found with his head and face battered almost
out of shape lying in an unconscious condition
on the track of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
He was removWestern railroad in this city.
ed to Charity Hospital and his condition is exhis
person was found a
tremely critical. Cpon
“If anynote book containing the following:
thing should happen to me, please notify CUas.
S. Lee, 10 Burlingham Street; Chelsea, Mass.”
Lee had evidently been set upon by roughs.
No trace of his assailants have been discovered.

do
for

Grand Trunk Railway—52 cars lumber, 4 do timber, 2 de firewood, 1 do flour, 0 do grain, 11 miscellaneous, 1 do live stock, 3 do other freight.

me

A

lumber,

Maine Central—1 car hoop*, 1 do lumber, 1
hay, l uo stone. 1 do pulp, 1 do oilcloth, 25 do
Portland, and 72 do for connecting roads.

Med.

MYSTERIOUS AEFAIR.

26®3 25

Cooking.2 50® 3 00
Eraporated.leg 16

Light

Queer Conduct

of a Strauger lu a Haverhill Bank.
Haverhill, Mass., May 20.—The Merrimac
National Bank was the scene of an occurrence
Saturday afternoon, the following version of
which was told by Mrs. Allard, emnloyed at
the place as a washerwoman:
While engaged
as usual in clearing up the rooms she had
occasion to go to the cellar, aud whilo there
heard some walking in the bank, but supposing
it some one of the bank officials, did not return
immediately, being absent about tea miuutes.
On going up stairs she discovered a strauger at
work upon the lock of the vault, which is a
combination aud time lock. To her inquiry of
what he was there for lie said ho was the agent
of a sale aud lock company and was making
an examination of the
lock at the request of
the bank officials.
Daring further conversation the man made a careful survey of the
room, examining the drawers, keys in the
doors, window springs and a pair of revolvers
which lay on the couuter, but took nothing
away. He then asked about the watchman,
and passing out of a side door ran up Picker
street. Mrs. Allard thenjinformed the officers,
who regard her story as plausible, as she has
been iu the employ of the bank soveral years,
and is a woman of veracity.

Apples.

Per hbl.2

7-4.14®17

8-4.18322
9-4.22M26

10-4....27Vi&32%

COTTONS.

'nZO
Bast 38 In. .11Mi@13
Fine 6-4.15
Med. 36 In.. 8
Fine 7-4.19
@2:;
@11
Jght36in.. 6 ® 7Vi Fine 8-4.31 @28
Fine 9-4.25
Fine 43 ill.. 10
@50
Fine 6-4....11
@17 Fine 10-4 ..37^@33^

@14

TICKINOS,

Ticking!,

Beat.15

@18
@14

Medium... 11

Light. 6 @10
Denims.12%@l«tt
Ducka-Brown 0
@12
Fancy 12Vi@l«Vfr
nSLUXIC —WJBl..

ETC.

Drills. 8® 9
Corset Jeans.... 7® 8
Satteens. 8toC 9V%
Cambrics. 6tt BV%
Sileeias.K>a2l>
Cotton Flannels. 7® IS
Trine & Warps 18.®38\4

..

Good..

8%il*

%

Stock market.
The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury Si Moulton (mem
bers of tho Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange stree ?:
Opening. ( losi+a.
7%
Boston Land.... 7%

4%
4%
6
4%
23%
22%
60
49%
86%
A.T.AS.F. 88%
143
Boston & Maine.143
96
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 96
60%
60%
L.R.& Ft. Smith
63
61
&
Ont.
Marquette, Houghton
11%
Summit Branch. 11%
61%
Denver & Rio Grande. 61%
Mexican Central 7a. 88%
88%
79%
Northern Pacific preferred. 79%
••
Common..
41%
41%
(Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board, May 20.
Belfast, Me., City Gs,1898 .102%
do 6s, 1885.101
Maine State 6s. 1889....115%
.do.116%
Eastern K. R.. 4%s.108%
WaterPower...

Land.
Flint 3e Pere Marquette oommou
Hartford & Erie 7a.'..

Aspinwall

...

Mining Company.22c

Deer Isle

Milton .*.12o

money murket.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, May 20.—Money closed offered 2%
per cent, on call.
The bank statement is unfavorable, due entirely to
the large specie shipments.
Sterling Exchange lower and rather dull:wa quote
bankers asking rates, 60 days hills, at 4.86% per
per £ (of $4.8665 par value), and on demand at
4.89%, against 4.87@4.90 one week ago. Commercial bills 4.85% @4.85% gold.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
New York Stock and

Government tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex.101%
United States 6’s ext.101%
United States new, 4% s/reg. 114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.115%
United States new, 4’s, reg.120%
United Stales new, 4’s, coup.12044
Pacific 6’s of 95.
are the closing quota***19 °*
The

following

f£^L*8:

JJJ%
Quincy.132£

Chicago

& Alton.-..

Chicago & Alton preferred..} 40
C. B.

73%
Erie preferred.
Illipoia Central.136%

102%
bakef&hore.
Jersey Central. 71%

Michigan Central. 86%
New

Northwestern.130%
Northwestern preferred.142%
New York Central.127%
129
Rock Island
Milwaukee & St. Paul.111%
St. Paul preferred.120
Union Pacific stock. 113%
84%
Western Union TeL Co.

Timing meckt.
(By Telegraph.)

inilfonila

8ax Frarcisoo. Mav 20.—The following are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Best A Beleber.
4%
Bodie.
6%
Eureka.
18%
1%
Gould A Gurry.
1 Vs
Hale A Norcross.
5%
Mexican.
Northern B*ile. 6%

Ophir.
Savage

1%
3

5%
Union Con.. 10%
1
Yellow Jacket.*.

Sierra Nevada...

(By Telegraph.)
DsvMitle Ularbrts.
^New York. May 20.—Cotton closed heavy 12%c
for middling uplands and at 12%c for middling

Orleans.
Flour—The market closed quiet; No 2 at 3 00@
4 16;Superflne Western and State 4 00@5 20; City
Mills extra for the West Indies at 6 65 26 80; for
South America 6 86®7 00; low extras 5 10@5 40;
Winter Wheats 5 30@7 60; fancy do 7 60@8 00;
Winter Wheat patents at 7 60@9 16.
Wheat—market closed steady and ttrm;No 2 Red
Winter on spot 1 47%@1 48; 1 48%@l 49 May;
sales 1 48% for June;sales 1 32% for July; 1 24%
26% for August; 1 24%@1 25 for September;
*23%@1 23% seller year;No 2 ilwaukee nominally l|3o@l 36; sales for the week 7,382,000 hush.
Corn—closed quiet and barely steady; No 2 on
spot at 85%r@86c: May at 85%@8ic; June at 82
@82%, sales 82c for July, 82%@82%c August;
sales for the week 6,142,‘HX) bush.
Oats—closed quiet but tlrm; No 1 White at 70c:
No 2 do at 66% @6b%o; No 3 do 64c; No 1 Mix- d
63c; No 2 do 62% c: sales for week 2,467,000.
Pork—market closed strong at the advance; old
mess on spot at 18 75@18 87%; new do at 19 75@|
20 00; 19 95@20 20 for June; 20 05@20 20 July;
20 35@10 40 August; the week 3200 on spot.
Lard—closed steady jprime steam on spot 11 77%
hid; 11 76 bid for May? |ll 76@ll 77% for July;
11 80@11 86 August; 11 87%(@ll 90 September;
11 67%@11 62Va for December; 11 60@ll 70 for
January.

?1

Tallow—firm at

8%@8%.^

Butter—quiet and easy.
firmer,
Chicago, May 20.—Flour steady. Wheat higher;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 26%ffli 27% cash: i 27
@1 27% for M w/i 1 27%&1 27% for June 1 26%
@1 27 for July; l 14%@1 14% for August. No 3
Chicago Spring > 14® l 16%; rejected at 86@88c.
Cora lower at Y4%ig74%c for cash and May; 72%
@72%c June; 72%c July; 72%c August; rejected
at72%c. Oats 8hade lower at 62c eash and Mav;
60%@60%c for June; 45%c foi July;37%®37%
August. Eye easier 77. Bariev dull at 1 00® 1 5.
Pork higher at 19 62%@19 76 for cash, 19 60@
19 65 for May; 19 65@19 67% for June; 19 87%
@19 90 for July: 20 06 for August. Lard higher at
11 42%@11 4.?fo- cash and May; 11 45.®ll 47%
for June; 11 60@11 62% July; 11 72% @11 75
August. Bulk Meatshigherjsboulders at 8 60; short
rib* 11 36; short clear at 11 76.
Koooipts—6,600 bbls dour, 3,700 bush wheat,
214,000 budi corn, 94,000 lu*b oita, 4400 btst
rye. 7,600 bush barley.
3hipments-6.000 bbis flour, 69,000 bu«b wheat,
36,000 bush |?orn, 88,000 bush oats, 7000 bush
rye, 6000 bush barley.
ST. Louis.May 20.—Flour steady. Wheat 1 30%
bid cash; 1 31 bid for May; 1 24 for June; 1 13 for
July; 109 bid Aug. Corn at 78c cash;77c for May;
77%c June; 73o for July; 72% August.
Detroit. May 20.—Wheat is dull; No 1 White
spot at 1 30%; May at 1 35%; June l 33% {July
at
27%; Aug 1 12%; No 2 Red 1 40;No 2 White
131%.
Cheese

_

Ilavaae .uarkfl.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. May 16.—Sugar market opened quiet
but later In the week became livelier and
business would have been transacted bad uot holders been too firm; Molasses Sugar, 86 to 89 deg.
at 754 157Ay reals; Muscovado common tolfair, 754
®7»/i. Centrifugal Sugar, 92&96 deg. In boxes
and hhds, at 95i398/i. Stocks in warehouse at
Havana and Matanzas 90,000 boxes, 131.7(H) bags
and 189,000 hhds; receipts for the week 64u0
boxes, 11,000 bags and 10,160 hhds; exports 1750
boxes, 2500 bags and 8200 hhds,including 600 bags
and all hhds to the United States.
Molasses qnlet: 50 deg. polarization at 83854
reals gold £> keg.
weak and tonnage abundant; loading at
Havana for the United States I> hhd Sugsr at 3 OO
hhd Molasses at 2 2An,2 50;
@3 50 currency;
loading at ports on the north coast (outside ports)
for United States V hhd Sugar (at 3 6034 00; p
hhd Moasses 2 6032 75.
Exchange flat; on United States 60 days at 6®
6 Vi prem; short 73754; Spanish gold 1.6754.

Urge

Freights

fcsrsyns .flsrkeu.
By Telegraph.)
20 —Consols 102 1-16 for money
May
London,

and 102 3-16 for account.

UVKiU'ooL.May 20-12.30P. M.—Cotton market
quiet; Cplands at 6 9-16d; Orleans H54d, sales 10,speculation and export 2,000; futures are

000 pales;
Arm,

meeting of the American Geoa few
graphical Society is to be called in
a reception
for
make
to
arrangements
days
to Lieutenant Danenhower, Mr. Newcome
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Card certificate signed by Stanley Pnllen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent oar journal.
with

A. G. IIaygood, president of Emory college, Georgia, and one of the new bishops
elected by the general conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church south at Nash'
has declined the proffered distinction,

ville,

a

HepicafSli Convention

A

and the survivors of the Arctic steamer
Jeannette on their arrival at New York.

WILL

BE HELD IN

PORTLAND,

[j CITY HALL,

Tuesday, ^June 13th, 1882,
At 11 o’clock A. M.,
For the purpose of nominating a candidate for Governor, and four candidates for Representatives in
Congress, to be supported at the September Election: and to transact any other business that may

properly

come

before it.

The basis of Representation will be as follows:
each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the
Candidate for Governor in 1880
an additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
In
excess
of
votes,
seventy-five votes, an additional
one

Republican

delegate.

The State Committee will be in session in the Reception room of the City Hall, at nine o’clock on
the morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates.
All citizens of Maine, whatever may heretofore
have been their party affiliations, who believe in
the purity of the ballot and honesty in its count; in
popular government unobstructed by Executive
usurpations; in an independent and honest judiciary, whose Judges shall not be exposed to the assaults of partizanhatred aaid revenge; in a sate and
sound currency for the people; in a reasonable encouragement and development of our industries,
and protection of our Laborers against the cheap
labor of Europe, by wise and judicious laws; in efficient measures for the encouragement of American
shipping and ship building; in popular education;
in temperance; in an economical, just and efficient
administration of public affairs, are cordially invited to unite with the Republicans of the State in
•electing delegates to this Convention.
Per Order Republican State Committee.
WM. P. FRYE, Chairman.
FRED N. DOW, Secretary.

The Extension of National Bank
Charters.

Crapo’s bill for the extension of national bank charters, which passed the
House on Friday, provides that by a vote of
two-thirds of the capital stock a bank may
continue its charter for twenty years without
interruption of its business; stockholders in
favor of continuing the business of any bank
shall purchase, at the appraisal of three disMr.

interested persons, the shares of any stockholders who may desire to retire. Banks
are required to give ninety days notice of an
intention to withdraw'clrculation, and must
surrender called bonds within thirty days
after the the maturity of their call. Actions
against national banks may be brought in
State Courts, the same as suits by or against
State banks; and the issue of new circulating notes to take the place of the old is provided for. The vote of 123 to 67 is a positive defence of our national banking system
against the continued attacks of the Democrats and their allies. It went before Conmore
gress on its merits, and the result is
that
fact
the
from
twenty-two
significant
Democrats, like Hewitt and Flowers, supported the bill. They thus accepted the logic
of events and protested against a financial
revulsion and chaos. They have robbed
their party of all opportunity to claim merit
for their financial doctrines in the coming
campaign. They concede that the national
bank currency is safe; that it cannot be otherwise so long a it is guaranteed by the government; that it is convenient; that it gives
a currency equally good and safe in every
State and Territory in the Union, and as
and silver. They admit that
as

good

gold

their associates have failed to offer any betsystem. The business interests of the
country, which are net partizan, approve the
bill and demand that it shall pass the Senate
without unnecessary delay, that peace and
security, which were disturbed by the heated
debate in the lower House, may be restored.
ter

The number of immigrants that arrived
at Castle Garden last week will be, as the
authorities there compute it, say thirty thousand, of which a considerable proportion
The majority of these
are skilled workmen.
passengers
and
an

are

well supplied with money

therefore, presumably,
excellent addition to our population.
clothes,

and are,

But the apprehensions of the trade unionists have been exclicd by the coming hither
of these, and the promise or »tifi other workingmen. According to the Philadelphia papers, Mr. Kan kin, master workman ol the
“Knights of Labor,” is predicting trouble
from the importation of foreign labor, and is

Pounsylvania Legislature
would be asked to pass a law “making it a
penal offence to import workmen from place
to place.” So that the railroads, as well as
the general employer are to be, the “Knights
of Labor” having control, boycotted. There
saying

are

that the

two difficulties in the way of the trade

unionists; their principle and purpose of
prohibiting immigration are opposed to the
American idea, and the movement is too
Further,
great for them to cope with.
there is every

to believe that it will

reason

long
hoped will,
continue,
as it gives us the able, the industrious, and
the prudent working people of Europe.
as it is to be

it

so

Pbovidence Press: The Democrats o£
Florida have a very effective way of carrying
elections. In 1880, in the first congressional
district, they first arbitrarily struck from tbe
voting lists the names of thousands of re-

publican voters. Then, on election day,
they stuffed the boxes with tissue ballots,
and finally, when the republican candidate
for Congress undertakes to make a contest,
no judicial officer can be found to administer
oaths to his witnesses, and his counsel, who
has accepted a retaining fee from him, refuses to act or to return the papers that
These are
have been placed in his hands.

facts that have been established by competent testimony, taken by the national house
And this is in a
committee on elections.
country which pretends to be governed by
the will of the majority, freely expressed.
The laws are inadequate for the proper punishment of men guilty of such crimes
against our boasted free institutions.
When Wm. Whiteneck opened a saloon
for the sale of grog in Wabash, Ind., last
week, he hoped for a fair amount of the
gnzzlery patronage of the town. lie had
not, however, counted upon a rush of the
gentle sex which came into his place as soon
as he had his shutters down, praying, sing-

ing, exhorting,

and

offering

to

buy

out his

stock if he would leave and distill his sweetNot wishness in some other community.
and
to
appeal
song
invocation,
mingle
ing
with drunk-making, Mr. Whiteneck consented, and sold and cleared out.
matter of course
be
must
maintained, but
college discipline
it may be an open question whether iu order

Nobth American:

As

a

to do this grave and reverend seignors, members of tbe faculty and professors, ought to
prowl about the streets at abnormal hours
with hip pocket arsenals.
Something of
this kind happened in Minnesota recently,
and now certain erudite philosophers are
studying how they will be able to mystify a

jury-

__

potentate in Europe
has a genuine full service of gold plate except the Queen of England, who has seven
plates each for forty persons. What with
centrepieces, dishes and plates, the royal
plate is said to be worth two millions sterling.
Except the

Czar,

no

__

World of London complains
very earnestly that in spite of the cheapness
of labor in England, American tools are imThe Iron

ported into that country which, in point of
finish, quality, style and cheapness, whip
the native product.
A

citizen

of Bath is

justly indignant

be-

circus has been licensed to exhibit
in that city on the 30th of May. lie says he
doesn’t propose to decorate the graves of his
cause a

dead comrades amid the blasts of horns and
the jibes of a circus clown.

“K. K. M.” in Puck.

A Bird Idyl.

The Age of Great

As they stood together, looking out into the
she raised her eyes softly to his, and,
while an expression of sweet suspense crept

her pretty face, murmured:
“Don’t the little birds have a nice time?”
“Oh, yes,” he answered, “they do that.
They have political sinecures without voting
or having to get Congressmen to back them.
are in for life, and they can’t write
And

softly over

they

letters that will expose them ten years later,
and they haven’t got war records to be sprung
know
on them at the wrong moment, and they
nothing about finance to got them into trouble.
Oh, yes, darling, the birds have a pretty nice
time of it.”
“But their lives seem toba made up of love,
she whispered, faintly.
“Yes; but you mustn’t bet too heavily on
I have seen human beings whose lives
love.
seemed to bo made up of love; but, when there
was no one around, their home assumed the
character of a Democratic primary, with a good
sized tornado emptied into the free fight. You
mustn’t judge the feelings of a married couple
for each other by the way they act at a kettledrum. But then, the birds have the advantage
over men in making love—”
“No jokes on ‘bills’ and ‘notes’!” she broke
in.
“No,” he replied, “but because they have a
sure thing. They don’t have to go down town
and write poetrv and put in coal all day for
four dollars per’week, and they never have to
save up money to pay for ice-cream and thoatre
and
parties They never have to buy clothes,
when they do fall in love they are not talked
about all over creation, and they don’t have to
meander up to the girl's father and tell him a
lot of lies, and prime their references to do
likewise. Oh, yes, the bird in love has a pretty soft thing.”
“Do you think they understand each other
when they twitter?”
“X don’t think thero can be any doubt about
that, because the male seems to wax mad when
Now that fethe female gets in all the talk.
male over there seems to be in the act of nailing her lord for a new silk dress, or commanding him not to be looking at that other bird
Of course they
over there in the polonaise.
understand each other, or else they would keep

still.”

“Would you like to be a bird?
“Not much,” he replied, with Igreat emphasis, “1 wouldn’t like the idea of getting up at
five in tho morning, and washing in dew on a
of
soggy flower-bed, and squawking off a lot
rapture over a breakfast of raw worms. Oh,
X would
no, I don’t want any bird in mine.
rather sell suspenders on commission!”
she
both
birds?”
were
said,
“But, suppose we
with a slight tremor in her voice.
“Then we should have to dodge the cat, and
boys with guns, and we’d have to live in tree3
and have a dull time, and no lemonade through
straws. And I shouldn’t have to call on you in
tight shoes and swallow-tail coat. And we’d
sit on a currant-bush, and kiss with our bills-—
hard, cold, solidified bone kisses—just think of
And I shouldn’t have any shirt-front for
it!
I reached
you to lay your head on. And, if
out for a handful of waist, I wouldn’t run the
off on a
torn
a
of
risk of having yard
my palm
pin which—”
“What becomes of the birds?” she broke in,
while an early-dawn tint suffused her features.
“Go South for their health, generally; but,
if we were birds, we might be knocked down
with sticks and stuffed to ornament a mantelpiece or a lady’s hat. How would you like to
be filled with a lot of sawdust and chemicals?”
I’d rather be stuffed with ice“Not much.
But I mean, what becream and caramels.
We never find
comes of the birds at last?”
Now the flowers fade and blow away,
them,
and we know what becomes of everything else!
bnt we never find dead birds lying in the gatDo their companions bear them
den walk.
leaves?
away and lay them lovingly beneath the
I always had an idea that a dainty poetic legend
could be made of it.”
“It could be done, my dear, and it would
But don’t take
make a nice ton-dollar poem.
any stock in musical valleys and happy spheres
millions of miles away when you figure on
birds.
They don’t go to any such place, my
dear.
They generally go to the dime-restauraut, where they are worked into pies, or cast
to play the difficult role of the quail on toast.
She sank on the sofa in a flutter, and he said
ho would be around on the morrow to take her
to the m

ah___
An Artillery Duel.

What It Is Like—The Last Day at Gettys-

burg.
At 2 o’clock, says [M. Quad, wiiting of the
last day of the battle of Gettysburg, while there
was almost perfect silence over that great battle-field, the sudden boom of a gun was heard
from Lee’s center. Its echoes were yet rolling
back and forth, from hill to hill, when there
came a crash as if the heavens and earth had
mot. Lee had opened with nearly 150 pieces
of artillery. Meade had massed eighty or more
guns in the center to reply, and now 300 cannon began their awful din.
An cfllcer standing within thirty feet of three
six-ponuders which are being rapidly fired must
shout his orders. One standing as near as that
to a full battery could not hear a thunder-clap
in the sky above. The roar of twenty pieces
will drown ordinary voices half a mile away.
McClellan had sixty or seventy guns massed at
Malvern Hill, and dishes were shaken down in
houses six miles away. The cannonade at the
first Bull Eun was nothing compared to subsequent battles, and yet the reverberations were
cistinctly heard in Washington, twenty miles
away. The cannonade at Fredericksburg toppled down farm-house chimneys eight miles
distant and was heard twenty-five miles.
Think, then, of 230 pieces of artillery, many of
them Parrot guns, massed on the crest of hills
and all firing as fast as men could serve them!
An earthquake could not thus have shaken
the earth. Men became giddy and staggered,
and houses seemed to lift off their foundations.
In ten minutes after the first gun was fired,
one could no longer distinguish single reports.
All reports were consolidated into ono terrible
roar, which alarmed cattle in the fields fifteen
miles away, and was plainly heard by human
ears forty milos away.
Eegiments on the
flanks of that awful caunonade could not believe that any one would live through it.
In talking with Confederates who were in
the center that day, I have many times asked
for the particulars of the damage done by the
Federal fire. All answered alike. Its effect
was terribly demoralizing, but not so destructive as one would imagine. Hundreds of shot
and shell flew over their heads and hurt no
one. Others struck into bodies of men getting
into position for assault, and opened lanes
through whole brigades. Here and there a shell
mutilated a dozen men, killed three or four
horses, or dismounted a captain; but Lae’s entire loss by the whole cannonade did not
amount to 500 men.
On the Federal side the loss was no greaterthe demoralization about the same. The best
troops in the world will not stand in line under
artillery fire. If they are moving it is different,
and the whir of shot and scream of shell are
part of the programme. The Confederates
planted almost every shot into the Federal position, and for a time every living thing sought
cover. Showers of dirt, flung high in air by
the shells, descended upon men lying in the
ravines, and it is a singular fact that two of the
artillerists in Thomas’s battery were killed by
A Confederstones flung out by shot or shell.
ate shot which struck a breastwork flung a
200
feet
at right anmore
than
jagged splinter
gles and killed one man and broke the arm of
The Federal guns were short of
a second.
ammunition on the start, and throughout the
cannonade the fire was slower and more regular than the Confederates. Thomas alone had
four caissons hit and blown up, and some of
our batteries lost half their horses and a fourth
of their men.

A Modern Instance.
[Chicago Tribune.]
“Surely, you will not be false to me George?”
and the bright blue eyes! of Elaine Jenkins
looked fondly up into the face of the man, who
bends over her so fondly, and whoso words of
love come to her troubled breast with the same
sweet, soothing restfulness that a tired man
feels when the throbs of his aching head are

Expectation.

It is perfectly true that our age has a thou
sand times the resources of any that preceded
it, tut the question still remains, “Does it use
them to a thousand time3 better purpose?” He
must be indeed a sturdy optimist who can
bring himself to answer that question in the
That it is

represented

Tlie

Largest

vehicles.
*

*

**

*

*

*

*

Ten years later.
Over the old front gate, thrown out of plumb
and Elaine
so many, many times by George
hanging on it to swap lies, the vines are growmoss-covering. A little to the left is a grave,
In the
ed and uncared for. Towser is dead.
sun-kissed woodshed back of the house a man
A woman comes to the
is chopping wood.
back door.
“George?” she says.
“Yes.”
“Supper’s ready. Shoot the brats out of the
alloy, and bring in some wood when you
come.”
“All right.”
Heaven help them—they are married!—
From “Bread and Cheese, and Kisses," by

Murat Halstead.

and most

perhaps

We may

milennium, but

as

yet

be
we

on

world’s history, there

can

be

manner

no

[Detroit Free Press.]
De Human Min’ am Fu’

o’ Co’ns.

Brudder

an’ scrape to de libin’ dan hang aroun’ grabe
yards—dat man will fin’ de min’ of man full of
co’ns, carbuncles and crotchets. Tread on one
of dem an’ dar am a back ackshun to onct. Ef
I should want a five dollar bill airly Monday
mornin’ I should Blip over an’ ax Deakun Jackson fur it. His big co’n am de belief dat no
one kin be saved onless he am baptized in de

riber, an’ I hab been keerful to walk all aroun’
dat co’n. I go ober to his house wid a jug o’
cider in one ban’ an' de baptismal argyments
in de odder, an’ sometimes he feels so good dat

he’d like to douse me in de rain bar’l.
Ef I wanted some onion sets I’d go ober to
Elder Tuff’s. De Elder’s co’n am dat he was
bo’n fur a great preacher. I’ve walked all
but I’ze neber
over him a hundred times,
stubbed my toe agin dat co’n. I’ve sot down
wid him an’ praised de build ob his head, an’
de shape ob his mouth an’ de pose ob his gestures, and I’ze stuck to de cha’r while he
talked an’ cavorted fur a straight hour. Ef I
wanted onions he’d fall down cellar to get ’em
fur me.
When you come across a man who imagines
dat he am an orator, doan’ gibe his boomin’; it
won’t hut nobody to let him keep right on
thinkin’ so, but it will make him your deadly
inemy if you try to conwince him dat he was
cut out fur a blacksmif.
Dar am people who write vusses an’ call it
poetry. I’ze got a naybut who writ forty-four
vusses of sich stuff las’ Fall, an’ axed my candid opinyun. Did I, like sum editurs, tell her
it was bosh, an’ fro it in de wase basket? Did I
jump frew de window when she reached de second vus? Not much. I listened wid de utmos’ diligence, an’ when she finished de las’
line I advised her to publish a book o’ poems.
De nex’ week I fell sick, an’ dat poetess was
fust on de groun’ wid chicken broth an’ currant jell.
When I meet a man who has made up his
min’ dat our city guv’ment will go to smash if
I inhe doan’t git office, I incourage him.
courage de young to become grate—I incourhas
to
recage de ole to hang on till de wuld
A wud at de right time
ognize dar grateness.
means de loan of a dollah—means thirty off
when you want a new whitewash brush—means
a bushel o’ lime free gratis—means a recommend if you want to jine de purleece fo’ce.
All
Tech my co’ns an’ I’ll want to kick ye.
Call ’em co’ns or call ’em
men am de same.
withround
but
he
who
slashin’
hobbies,
goe3
out carin’ wnar he puts his feet will make
tweuty inemies whar be gains one frien’.
Study your man. Take him apart—put him
togeder—fin’out whar his co’ns lay, an’ den
step high an’ sof’ly. Let us now irregulate to
bizness.
[Notes and Queries.]

SIX POINTS.

take

A medicine to be popular must he both agreeable
and efficacious, the Hop Plaster is a rare union
of vegetable agents combined with safety,{reliability
and effectiveness. The indiscriminate use of medicines taken internally is far more productive of injury than benefit.

The most powerfully me 1 icated and effective plaster ever invented is the Hop Plaster; it embodies all
the medicinal and sedative properties of the Hop in
combination with the most highly approved gums
and balsams known to modern pharmacy.

The Hop Plaster is made porous, thus allowing
free evaporation of moisture, stimulating the innumerable pores of the body to a healthy action and
giving tone and vigor to the whole system. Its a
discovery of a Yankee chemist.

The medicinal virtues of the Hop have been utilized for centuries; they are all concentrated in the
in relieving
Hop Plaster, and do more real good medicine
in
pain than any root, drug or herb liquid
of
nature.
the whole domain

MR. JOSEPH

JEFFERSON

Erysipelas,
Ringworm,
Barbers*

p|n™entOn account op Al-

8weet

it

is

Itch,
Redness op
Nose
and

Face,
Burns,

Dr. Swayne

&

Son,
phjla.

Sheridan’s Comedy of the

RIVALS!
With the following Great Cast;
Mrs. MALAPROP .Mrs. JOHN DREW'
Sir ANT’NY ABSOLUTE.LVY.UAYMr! FREDEHIC ROBINSON
LYDIA LANGUISH.Mrs. CHAS. WOLCOT
CAPTAIN ABSOLUTE, Mr. MARK PENDLETON
Sir LUCIUS O’TRIGGER..
Y,
Mr. CHARLES WAVERLY
of
Sale
Monday,
.50.
Seats,
Prices, $1,00 .75,

May

maylOdtd

22.

WANTS.
Wanted Board.
and wife two pleasant, sunny
board, \ip town. Address with
location and terms, P. O. Box 1392. may20dlw*

BY

a Gentleman
rooms with

housfe

Hop Plaster Co., Manufacturers,
Carter,
Harris & Hawley, General Agents, Boston.
d&wlmo
may20

TH#SA§ EIGHT HEWED
pair less,

ASSETS.

bonds, (market

295,954.01
288,468.53
Total..18,859,438.96

and rent...
All other assets.,

ries,

STAPLES.

Reserve.

premiums.$39,631,785.47

losses.$9,528,649.65

HORATIO STAPLES,
246 Middle St., Portland, Me.
dtI

For the next 30 days

•V

s
o

to

£

00

2

5

a

SE
Cj

3

CO

PAPERS !
our

LORING, SH6^T~&
may£0

prices ol

Enquire
per
Congress
ap25dtf

ESTATE.

Opportunity.

beautiful home

house contains twelve

paid policy holders

INTEREST RECEIPTS SINCE 1873 HAVE
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.

PAID

300,000

more

g|Premium receipts in 1881

were

The House

finished rooms, with modern

improvements, good Fiynace in the cellar. The lot
is nearly fifty leet square, contains Pear Trees,
Grape Vines, Strawberry Vines and Shrubbery.
For terms apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR, 93 Exmybeodlm
change Street.

Cottage House and Land for $700.
located

on

Leonard street, in
feet. Well

PLEASANTLY
Deering. The lot contains 6,670
the
of excellent water

premises.
JEliRlS,Cahoon

on

WM. H.

maylOdlw*

than for 1880.
There was an increase of

Block.

For Sale.

over $600,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,636,667 insurance. The
insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of pre-

and House, twenty-five acres of land, orchard, good well of water, a good place for
trade and a pleasant location. For particulars inquire of or address W. H. WILSON, West Cumberland.
may2d3w*

payments were $1,104,216 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.
ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

new

miums.
In 1878

The $3,318,815 matured endowments
members have given insurance and paid
of 4V2 per cent, compound interest on
invested. For insurance apply to

STORE

paid living
an

average

the money

S

z

<«^

i

>
a

h-*CO

cs

ul

Gingham

Slate Shelves, Iron Ice Racks, Pure
Dry Air, Economical in Ice, Convenient
and Easy of Access, with a reputation of
35 years standing.

O. W.
may 5

FULLAM,

41 Exchange Street.

eod2mos

LEWIS

STEPHEN

McLELLAN,
GURI1A.1I.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,

showing in “UP STAIRS” Department a large assortment of
We

d

STATE ACT., AUBURN.

Dresses.

are

PORTLAND
ACENTS,

JLOCAU

OFFICE s 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

Cambric and

Gingham

Dresses

—

rea-

OWEN, MOORE & 00.
III

CO,, Dorchester, Mass.
aF,M&Wl«<:*r

57

Claims by Death,
Endowments and Annuities,

....
...

■

Surrendered Policies,
Dividends to Policy-holders,.
All other Expenditures,.

2,317,101.36
399,130.88

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1881

484,879.10
1,394,268.87
982,019 32

40 PER CENT.

-.$5,577^899.53 Losses
....

$2,910,649.00
$127,411,677.06

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

.......
....

J. I.
me.

Pattern and Model Maker.
IUROUR, 39 Urea, !9t., Portland

CITY

ADVERTISEMENTS
City of Portland,

Clerk’s Office, May 16th, 1882.
PETITION of F. H. Delano to erect antT
maintain a steam engine of 2 1-2 horse powed
at No. 65 India street, notice is hereby gh.en that
on Monday, the fifth
day of June next at 7 Ms
o’clock P. M. a hearing will bo bad of all parties interested in said petition at the Aldermen’s room in
Per order,
the City Building.
H. X. ROBINSO.N, Cily Clerk,

ON

dlt

ORDIN a.HTOE
RELATING TO

Six Per Cent Interest on Oatstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,.$35,718,811.52
$32,808,162.58
Liabilities, (Keserve at 4 per cent.)

Surplus as regards Policy-holders,
Number of Policies In force, 46,652, Insuring,

3. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vioe President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

this Company contains the following conditions, and is absolutely Non-Forfeitable: ]n case of Lapse, after two or more Full Years, Premiums have been paid, the full Four Percent.
Keserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of tho Assured, in either of two ways:
FiltiHT- To tho Extension of the full amount of the Insurance for such period as the full value will pay
for at the Company’s Published Kates: or, SISCO VD—On surrender of the Original Policy within Three
Months from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy. lliliUSTBA t'lONs Policy No.
08,496 was issued Oct. 20. 1871, for $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
$138.80. Ten Premiums were paid, which, less Dividends, amounted to $1,072.55. The Policy lapsed in
the Reserve Value of $689.76 to the purchase of Term Insurance for
1881, and the Company
$5,000, for the period of lo years and 7 days; so that the 10 Premiums paid for over 20 years of Insurance,
It was optional
tho average yearly cost being $53.57, which is at the rate of but $10.71 per thousand.
with the Assured to take the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy for a Paidup Life Policy of $1,390.

Every Policy issued by

PORTLAND:

J. W.

applied

IVo Building, or Buildings, the
exterior walls of which shall be
part or wholly of wood, exceeding ten feet in height, shall hereafter be erected in this city w ith*
out permission in each case from
the mayor and Aldermen.
It shall be the duty of the City
marshal to cause to be removed
at once as nuisances, all buildings erected in violation of thi»
Ordinance.
in

dim

may 9

ELEGANT

166 FORE ST.

TABLELAITS

MUNGER,

CORRESPONDENT.
Fob. 4. 1882.

With Kenrttfiit

feb4dlmteodllm*wBw6

Centre*.

Longwy,
Japanese,

Sarregueinines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
Fitted complete with the

AUG. H. FORD, Special Agent,
PORTLAND, ME.
Owen, Moore & Co. OFFICE 28 EXCHANGE ST.,_eodtaugl.
BAND INSTRUMENTS

I English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

best manner.

apr3

full line of Band Instruments
received at
A

SEEDS!
Market

may20

d&wlm21

fel>25

in

Hall, Market Square, Portland, Me.
““

aud

Music just

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

G. E. JOSE & GO.

ooio

dtr

DR

F. II. KOISO*
has opened

STOCKBRIDGE’S.

Timothy, 4'lovcr, Flax, HuuUiuiRD, iflillet, tied Top, Blue <«ra»s,
Liiwn (kI'hmn, Orchard Orau,
harden, Flower, Bird Needs, Ac.

caters

Pottery

Limoges,

Losses paid immediately on completion and approvEvery lady interested in Art al of
proofs, without waiting the usual sixty or ninety
Needle Work, should examine the
days.
new designs which we are now
in
our
Stairs”
room.
HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS.
showing
“Up
in
executed
the
very
Stamping

dtf

m.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

may 18

$13,165,466.40.

1,812.920.87

$0,813,223.33

.....

It is

$5,627,021
=

$4,000,302.46

......

■

Total

1,587,634 47

Total Marine Premiums.

EXPENDITURES IN 1881.

BAKER’S

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
time8 the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economi-

Policies not marked off
January, 1881....
on

ASSETS,
.......

2 p.

City

Marine Risks from 1st
1881. to 31st December,

on

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

Total,

ONLY.

January
1881.$4,039,487 10
1st

to

d3m

water-borne.

Premiums

Abstract of Annual Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

W. I. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M,W&Fly
GOLD MEDAL, PAEIS, 1878.

soon as

Premiums

Greene.

m.

Book Binders.

Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

3>3". JFd

from 9 a.

win. A. QUINCY, Boon 11, Printer.
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Utreet.

MARINE

AGAINST
RISKS

........

leased the House and Office

mylO

This

AMZI DODD, President.

Premiums

19 Market Square. Portland.
Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
Je2
_dly_

Office H.un

Mutual Insurance Co.

dtf

INSURE

Interest,

JOST dc MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,

Formerly occupied by Dr.

ATLANTIC

1ST©xv-Etrlx.,

(^aid ffiu/nUb,

No. 37 Plum Street.

Cor. of High and Pleasant Sts.,

OF NEW YORK

Cures Scrofula, Erysipeias, dimples ana
Face Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions \n eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cent*.
FOSTER. MIIBURN A CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

BERRY,

DR. L. J. CROOKER

sonable.

my20

and

$cob; fob

Has

Prices Very

tor Children of all ages.

eodtf

febl7

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

uplBdiwlm

Lawrence

one

AMO

~~

St.

2

THE
Place, containing gas and Sebago water. Rent
at 606
St.
S9.00
month.

a

.f.

HARMON.

7

story of house No.

buy
very cheap.
TO and
large lot No. 21 Myrtle Street will be sold
half the cost to settle the estate. The
for

and
invested for them... 46,138,353,90
Received for premiums. 39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets,give
interest gain over all expense*
of..
6,506,567.73
Amount

offer special reductions in

To Let*
second

A Rare

Total.$27,278,894.24

a
OQ

o

«

we

to

NEAR

REAL

5,811,479.76
Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28

$ cents.
10 cent papers reduced to
“
“
lO cents.
12 cent
“
“
“
cents.
12
15 cent
“
“
“
15 cents.
20 cent
“
“
“
35 cents.
50 cent
“
“
"
50 cents.
75 cent

E3
02

g

S
>
«a
a

IvALL

rooms

policies.

$46,138,353.20

CLEARANCE SALE OF

six

No. 4 Locust

To L.et.
Cape Elizabeth Depot, a small Cottage
House with 7 rooms in good repair, with small
hen house, plenty good water and a nice large garCall on CYRUS COLE,
den. Rent, $8 per month.
near Cape Elizabeth Depot.
may9d2w*

3,318,815,64

Add pres, assets. .18,859,458.96

EDO? BEF8ISEMT0R.
8

3,099,611.61

Received for
Paid for death

Paid for matured
endowments...
Paid for surrendered and lapsed

rent of

a

Sebago.may!8dtf

Financial Record from Organization to January 1st, 1882.

Who ever heard of Gloves being sold for 5 cts. a pair. To prevent an undue and
dangerous centralization of these 5 cent gloves, we must limit the number sold to
any one customer, to NINE HUNDRED AND NINTY-NINE PAIRS, always excepting
cases where parties bring us a sworn affidavit that there are more than that number of persons in their immediate family.

WALL PAPERS.

cs

the first of

283,779.35

per cent.

on

a

Total.. 15,836,847.33

Window

dtf

June,
AFTER
family without children, at
Street. Gas and

actua4 per ct... $16,553,068.00

Surplua Over 4

Address A.

Chambers To Let.

LIABILITIES.

Reserve,

All other liabilities.

Wife must be a
B., box 1983.

small farm.

a

Store to be Let.
the westerly corner of India and
Fore street. A good location for the grocery
and provision business or for a bakery.
Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Cahoon Block, 385 Congress st.
dlw*
maylO

LOCATED

1,364,422.97

in bank.

on

TO LET.

value). 2,486,491.60
Cash on hand and
Accrued interest

CARRY

butter maker.
TO good
18
mar

Loans on bonds
& mortgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,674.45
Real estate. 1,720,219.30
U. S. and other

for sale by

in our Lar^e Corner
which is full of them.

Sec them

Farmer Wanted*

Total...9.891,985.90

AT S CEHVTS A PAIR.
one

_

expressage and all

PAIRS

men

BUSINESS

do better

U.MI.fldlONS,

ad-

other expenses.... 620,270.88

Ladies’ Summer Gloves,

HORATIO

768,610.86

vertising, postage,

may22eodtf

produced.

m

fees,

medical

the

In the Went than In any
other Section ot the Country*
Rare Opportunities J—Few an Good, None Better!
75 rapidly growing Towns (most productive regions of Minnesota, Dakota, and Iowa) along the
recently constructed lines of the Chicago Ac North
Western Railway, offer unequaled inducements
to rushing business men of limited capital. For
particulars address CHAM.
Land Commissioner C. Ac N. W. B*y Co.,Chicaga
d2in
ap24
Can

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,

Mr. L. having returned from his Western and Southern vacation trip, is better than ever prepared to
give his entire and Personal attention to his Patrons. His well known reputation as the Leading Artist in
his profession, shall be maintained fully in every particular, as heretofore.
Pronounced by many as the most novel and artistic yet
Do not fail to call and see his last new picture.

a-'Kin

>

Business
IN WANT OF

675,030.41

Total.$2,271,016.02

PHOTO

at

wanted

are

paid

Payment made every Saturday.
JOHN E. DEWITT. Pres.
Portland, May 18, 1882.mayltfdSt

DISBURSEMENTS.
Death Losses.$816,435.50
EndowMatured
ments.

Wanted.

Carpenters

per day
thirty davs.

Far Premiums.. ..$2,179,562.36
For Interest. 1,194,570.97
Total.

may 17

aj.^8

Cuts

—

ACRES,

BOB

_

Tsar
Rash,

AS

—

carpenters
good
Union Mutual Life Insurance Building. $3.50
TEN
to good Workmen, for the next
will be

INCOME.

Hop Plasters are gold by all druggists inthe United
States and Canada, 25 cents each or 6 for $1. and
are guaranteed to he the best in the markets. Avoid
cheap worthless goods.

Art Needle Work.

Tetters

1st 1882.

and
Surrendered
Lapsed Policies... 110,908.26
Dividends to Policy

Precisely that number, and not

feb24

«

Twenty-Third Annual Statement, January

Opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Me.

nauseating doses for every paiu and
ache, which puts their stomachs out of order, and
then a physician is called to attend to them. This
is all need less, for if the Hop Plaster is used, it is
absorbed into the system in just the way to cure
without bringing on other troubles.

People

ft BIKER &

Such

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

MORE.

O-JVCE

POST

ARTIST

as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

SWAYNES’I

Mutual

%

CUT THEIVI OUT.

well

SKIN

NIGHT ONLY.

THURSDAY, MAY 25th,

eodtf

NORTHWESTERS

Portland.

Street,
HIS

AT

delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as

HEAUN<J|
OP J

PDUTEAND THEATRE
Proprietor and Manager.

NEW

In

INSURANCE

Holders.

cal.

POWER

32 Exchange Street.
may 10

COMPANY,

ALL WORTH REMEMBERING.

THE

A*10

Tickets can be obt lined at the stores of T. F. McGowan and T. J. Welch and from members of the
Association.
my22d3t

other desirable securities, for sale by

and

..^-9 3,374,133.-33

Maine Eclectic Medical Society.
Maine Eclectic Medical Society, will hold its
annual meeting at the DeWitt House, in Lewon
WEDNESDAY, the 24 day of May, 1882.
iston,
J. L. WRIGHT, Secretary,
Per order
inayl2dtd*
Portland, May 11, 1882

Reliable

Southern
Maine Central

If. M. PAYSOY & CO.

470 Congress
3

FOR SALE IN PORTLAND BY

from New York, visiting the chief places of the
Continent, the Holy Lind, Egypt, &c., and
ending up with the principal sights in England
and Scotland; and they were to embark from
Liverpool on the following morning. He had
traveled specially to this little village. Would
the Rector be good enough to refer to the parish
registers, and see if his ancestors were therein
mentioned? The Rector did so—the ancestors
there found in regular descent, from the very
beginning of the register—and the gentleman,
in Ie38 than two hours’ time, was set up with a
pedigreo dating back two and a half centuries,
which be said he should have drawn up in heraldic fashion, and which doubtless now adorns
It was evisome room in his American home.
dent that the ancestors were of the humblest
class, as in another book mention of “Goody”
-was frequently made as being the recipient of a tenpenny charity. Bat the surname
happens to correspond with one in the English
Baronetage, and while the Rector was transcribing the numerous registers the American
gentleman was busy copying from Debrett the
coat of arms of the Baronet in question, bloody
hand and all. I regret to add that the Rector
never received a sixpence for his trouble,
though he might have charged a heavy sum in
fees; but he was restoring bis church, and he
left it to the American gentleman to give some
donation for that purpose, either in money or
in the form of a stained-glass window or other
memorial to his ancestors.

“

“

$10 to $22

&

Hall;

WEDNESDAY EVENING, May 24.

MILWAUKEE, WIN.

it was from this village that his father’s grandfather emigrated to America about the year
1750, and there laid the foundation for the present wealth of his descendants. The gentleman,
with a party of 14, had been 15 months away

FOR AU.
DISEASES OF

Cleveland
Fort Wayne
St. Louis County
Northern Pacific R. R.

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

Pedigree.

I live in a small country parish of 191 inhabitants, and our parish register dates from 1630.
A young American gentleman came to my
friend, the Rector, and said that it had only
come to his knowledge two days previous that

6s
6s
6s
5 l’2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

...

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool and Worsted Pantaloons, $$.50 to $7.50

ALLEN

—

HLavanagb.

ONE

Portland Municipal
St. Louis

$8 to $25

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Suits,

iir

—

FRANK CURTIS

of

Gardner in de Lime Kiln Club.]
De man dat studdys de brain 'sted de boddy,
who keers moah far de sole dats ’steriky dan
carvin’ cadavers; de fellah dat labs de juices
moah dan de pulp; or who would rudder bow

A

8*
Mexican
Prince Edward Island notes.98
available
Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn
in any of the principal Cities on the Continent of
Europe.
Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold director on commission, at the most
marl7eodtf
favorable rates.

the

of

Grattan Literary Association

BONDS.

Gentlemen’s Fine Wool Light Weight Oversacks,

__

a

4*?§

To be found in the State.

the eve of the
no
signs of

us.

Hunting Up

and

discern

doubt. Bat it may well be questioned if England was not as much wiser, stronger and better in 1782 than in 1682, and in 1682 than in
1582, as it is better now than in 1782; and if
we were to go further back the change in those
respects would be still more noticeable. Or
again, compare England with other European
countries; the material progross has been very
much more rapid here than anywhere else,
while in some countries, like Spain, there has
been hardly any at all. “Has the relative
position of these nations in the scale of true
civilization altered so very much? Not at all I
If from moral we pass to scientific progress, it
is obvious that to place the marvelous tools of
modern science beside those used by Copernicus or Galileo would be like putting a modern
ironclad by the side of a Chinese junk. But
will it be protended that in scientific genius the
age even of Faraday and Darwin towers above
that of Newton and Hersshel, or of Bacon,
Leibnitz, and Descartes? “You may raise your
mechanical apparatus of science a thousandfold, you do not double your scientific genius
once.” Still less could it be plausibly maintained that we have advanced in philosophy or
in.art, or in the quality of our literature, immense as is the increase in auantity, when the
in legible
turns c. out more matter
press
type every day than in Dr. Johnson’s time it
or
in
out
in
a
turned
Shakespeare’s time
year,
in a century. Wo have not excelled Mozart or
Beethoven in music, or Reynolds and Gainesborough in painting, not to speak of the great
painters of an earlier age. “We are as much
superior in material appliances to the men of
Milton’s day and Newton’s day, as they were
to Afghans or Yulus. Are we equally superior
in cultivation of bratn, heart or character, to
the contemporaries of Milton and Newton?”
It may perhaps be argued that, if no serious
claim can be preferred to any moral superiority
at all corresponding to our huge material advance, we have at least gained much in all that
adds to the grace and charm, “the bloom of social life.” But such a claim is hardly more
admissible Ithan the other. Can it really be
maintained that life a hnndred or two hundred
years ago, before steam, electricity or photography existed, was so cramped and helpless a
thing, so borne and ill provided? “Somehow it
In some ways, indeed, this very
was not.”
same material advance, with al! the hurry and
life—if such a phrase may be
of
modern
skurry
allowed—has served to rub oil the bloom, as
Mr. W. R. Greg was never tired of reminding

[Speech by

’j'*;1'2
•]J5

CLOTHING

UP

MADE

by members

Notes.Jg

varied Assortment of Fine, Medium

Literary

ENTERTAINMENT

Canada Notes.
N. B. & N. S.
American Silver
and Va Dollars........
Canada Silver.
English Silver, per £.

are

the dawn. There is one very simple way of
testing the comparative moral value of our proin
gress. Of the sudden and enormous change
our external and material life between 1782
and 1882, a change beyond all example or idea
or expectation of any previous period in the

Grand Musical.and

We are now paying for
$ 4.85
Victoria Sovereigns.
Spanish Doubloons.
Jo-oC
Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons.
German Twenty Mark. 4.70

Low Priced

ting realized, after the precedent of Mr.Micawber.

J. B. Brown & Sons.

OPEN !

NOW

in the air.”
But in these respects it can only be called at
best “the age of great expectations,” and great
expectations are sometimes very slow in get-

organization “great things

BUILDIIMC.

...

stilled and the demons of pain driven away by
the touch of a wife’s hand and the sound of her
low, sweet voice.
“No, my little one,” replied George.W. Simphim. “I will
son, drawing the girl closer to
never deceive you, never do aught that would
You have made a
give you sorrow or pain.
better man of mo—dragged me, as it were,
from the horrid maelstrom of draw.poker and
25-cent drinks into whose deadly centre I was
swiftly being drawn, and landed me in the
beautiful Lotos Islands of your love—the pure,
trusting, passionate love of a heart that beats
Never fear, my darling, that I
alone for me.
will leave you”—and pressing a kiss upon the
look
ripe, red lips that could make a cake-jar and
desolate, he went out into the star-lit night
where
started down the street-car track,
there was no danger of being interrupted by

SPECIE QUOTATIONS IBOJI

an

it to be, “the age of money
bags and cant, soot, hubbub, and ugliness,”
may be granted; nor need it be denied that in
such high matters as science, religion and so-

have

ENTERTAINMENTS

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LAN C ASTER

age of great opportunities thore can be no doubt; that it is not simply what critics like Carlyle and Mr. Ruskin
affirmative.

cial

garden,

2_
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A special

I have

just secured the services of

MIL FRANK L. COLLINS,

I

who will have charge of the above department.
®3P*Sole Agent in Maine for the celebrated Isaac
Fisae Band Instruments.
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THE

MONDAY MORNING, MAY 22.

Brief Jottings.
Rainy, Saturday. Clouds and sunshine Sunday, and warmer weather.
There are 75 prisoners at the county jail.
Deaths last week, 10.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruuell & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bowie, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bro;-'., on all
trains that

out of the

run

city.

Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

Jeller8on’s Bookstore.

Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis m.

Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.

&

Lewis,

There have been granted in this city since
1878,1040 dog licenses.
The public library has recently received
busts of the poets Goethe and Schiller.
The police raided the liquor stores on Centre street and vicinity, Sunday, and seized

Corner of Portland,” for $10.
Arthur Leary of this city has sold the
schooner Rhoda Smith to H. St. Clair of Cum-

etching “A

CITY AND VICINITY.

berland, on privat3 terms.
The Gerrish mare is entered for a race at
Lowell, Mass., next week. She will be driven
by Mr. Rumery.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

drunkenness.

erect a cottage.
The Scarboro and Cape Elizabeth fair will
be held at Pleasant Hill on September 16th
and 20th.
A. F. Bellow’s water color of Peaks’ Island,
was sold in Boston for $225, and C. A. Platt’s

Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

S’

last week; 31 for

arrests

Spring street schools.
Mr. Irving Blake, of this city, has bought a
lot near Camp Comfort, old Orchard, and will

Moody.

H.

64

were

been sent to

McAllister’s coal
wharf gave way yesterday morning, letting
about twenty tons of coal into the dock.
During the coming vacation new steam heating apparatus will be put in the North and

Gorham, J. Irish.
Mallowell, C. L. Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
RoclUand, O. C. Andrews,
Sebattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarrappa, at the Post Office.
Saco of L. Hodson and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
VinalhaveD, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. BliBS.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlett.

Corner,

There

has

pacer,

twelve barrels of ale.
A portion of Randall &

Cumberland Mills, F. A. Yerrill.
Damatiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.

Woodford’s

Rowdy Boy, the
England.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Grand Musical and Literary Entertainment.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald.

It is

reported

that Little Brown

ly soid for the snug
barred

from

of

sum

nearly

all

Jug,

recent-

$21,000, has been
free-for-all pacing

Steamer Franconia.
Pino-Palmine Mattress

races.

Monday—Studley

The trial of Samuel Rounds of Scarboro,
held for forgery and other offences against the
law, will take place Tuesday in the Superior

Co.—J. H. Gaubert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Street of the Hyvcinth.
For Sale—J. M. Caldwell.
Wanted—Suite of two roems.
Fishing Tackle—G. L. Bailey.
Second Band Counters Wanted.
Monday—B. I. Nelson &Co.
Girl Wanted.
AUCTION SALES.
Real Estate.
Room

The interest in the revival meetings at Pine
street church is increasing.
Meetings three
times daily, morning, 8 to 9 o’clock;]
aruoeu,

Chicopee, Mass., April G, 1881.
Agent Pino-Palmine Mattbess Co.
year ago, I bought
one of your Mattresses for my little daughter,
who was suffering from debility and night
sweats. She was growing very weak and thin.
She is now well and hardy, which I attribute
to the use of your cleanly, fragrant Mattress.
I cheerfully recommend it to all parents with

Gentlemen—About

feeble children.

a

Truly yours,

Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
the man who makes so many wonderful cures
will visit Portland,Falmouth hotel,Wednesday
th^24th, for one day only,and will examine all

/^oo

may call

him/ree of charge.

on

d3t

may21_

Catarrhal and Sick Headache.
Pino-Palmine Mattbess Co.
Gentlemen—The Mattress I purchased from
you has slopped the catarrhal and sick headache which has followed me for years. I would
not part with it at any price and be without it.

Truly yours,
F. CARPENTER, Druggist.
Providence, R. I.
For Sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St.>
may22dtf
Portland, Maine.
Steamer Franconia will leave for New York
at 3 o’clock this afternoon.
Clean and Wholesome.

Providence, March, 1881.
Dear Sir.—I have used the Pino-Palmine
Mattress for several months, and consider it
It is confortable,
the best bed I ever used.
durable and so clean and wholesome. I cheerTruly yours,
fully recommend it.
F. C. DAY, M. D.
For Sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St

may22dtf

Portland, Maine.

All scurf and tartar disappear
From mouth and teeth, though dark and
And all becomes fresh, pure and clear,
If we but SOZODONT apply
That magic wash—all now confess—

dry;

Gives to the mouth new loveliness,
MW&F&w
may 22
For the past foyr years I have sold a large
of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, and it
such universal satisfaction that I alrecommend it before anything else for

amojgft
frl^givon
ways

Coughs and Colds.

E. C. POWERS,
Druggist, Danvers' Mass.
MW&

may22

w

Ladies and all sufferers from neuralgia, hysteria, and kindred complaints, will find without a rival Brown’s Iron Bitters,
MW&F&w

may 22

A Baptist Minister’s Experience.
Baptist Minister, and before I even
thought of being afclergyman, I graduated in
I

am a

medicine, but left*a lucrative practice for my
present profession, 40 years ago. I was for ma-

from quinsy: “Thomas’
ny years
Eclectric Oil cured me.” I was also troubled with hoarseness, and Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil always relieved me. My wife and child
and “Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
bad
a

sufferer

diphtheria,

cured them,” and if taken in time it will cure
seven times out of ten. I am confident it is f.
for the most obstinate cold or cough,and if
half fill
any one will take a small teaspoon and
it with the Oil, and then place the end of the
out of
spoon in one nostril and draw the Oil
the spoon into the head by sniffing as hard as
can, until the Oil falls over into the throat

cure

they

and practice that twice a week, I don’t care
how offensive their head may be, it will clean
it out and cure their catarrh. For deafness and
earacjie it has done wonders to my certain
^/wledge. It is the only medicine dubbed
patent medicine that I have ever felt like recommending, and I am very anxious to see it
in every place, for I tell you that I wonld not
be without it in my house for any consideration. I am now suffering with a pain like
rheumatism in my right limb, and nothing relieves me like Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Dr. E. F. CRANE,
Corry, Pa.

may22dlw

_

Forty Years’ Experience ot an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female phy

■icians and nurses in the United States, and
hae been used for forty years with never failing
success by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By giving health to the child
it rests the mother.
a bottle.

Price Twenty-five Cents

dec3S,M&W&wly49

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly

is a welcome visitor to the parlor
has
circle. The number for the ensuing week
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE HEIGHT.

Fbicay.—Frank Leighton James Quigley, Michael McDonald, Patrick Busby, James Johnson,
Tntejlfcation. Fined S6 and costs each. and costs.
Sullivan. Assault. Fined $5

^cseph

Thureton's Portland Directory.
The Portland Directory is published to-day,
as four
•690 PP-. 82. It will be delivered as last
it before the
desire
it.
do
Should
can
any
men
they can bo obtained of

Tegular delivery,

The
B. Thurston & Co., 97J Exchange street.
directory is apparently complete. One feature
It is the
will recommend it to everybody.
the number of every
street directory, giving
what streets
householder’s residence, between
which side of the street. Anit is located, and
the name of
other excellent feature is, giving
There are 15,813
of a firm.
member
every
13,074 in
names in this year’s directory, against
of 2,739 names.
that of 1881, a gain
Maine Historical Society.
of this society Thursday afAt the meetings
will be presented
ternoon and evening, papers
on our “Poet Governor;”
bv Mr. E. H. El well,
on “Samcset,” the Maine
hv Mr U K. Sewall,
Mr. Wm. Goold, on “The Early

Chieftain' by
Small Point.” (Ancient
Settlement at Cape
Wi liamBon, on
Augusta); by Hon. Joseph
4‘Gen. John Sullivan.”
for the occasion,
Other papers are promised
bo made on
will
remarks
and in the evening
the poet Longfellow.
the life and death of

Railroad

quired

money

re-

Quebec Railway
toibnildJbe'OnUrioand
now
that the road

Wbeen paid down, and
^under contract, to be finished by

is

January,

railtimo table of the Eastern
The
the midroad will not go into effect until about
to meet
dle of June next, o1 will the changes
summer

the

requirement

ness

be inaugur

busi^nmmer passenger
efore that time.

be rescued.
The Electric Light Co. are looking about for
a central location from which they can furnish
hundred and fifty additional lights very
soon, and add to that number from time to
time as more may be wanted.
Workmen are engaged in remodeling the
Preble House dining hall and making further
improvements. A new floor is being laid and
windows cut in the west end of the hall, making it much pleasanter during the summer
season.

There arrived on the Franconia Saturday
morning a flock of Southdown sheep numbering from thirty to forty fine looking animals

consigned to

a

state.

are

They

well-known stock raiser in this
intended for stock pu poses.

Daring

the trip of the Franconia from New
York, the wind blew a perfect gale, rendering
it extremely difficult to keep the vessel on hor
course, but beyond a general shaking up no
Sbe arrived Saturdamage was sustained.

day.
In the case of Frederic H. Harford and others vs. Inhabitants of Cape Elizabeth to extend Harford Court in Ferry Village to Dyer
street and thence to Old Ferry road, the county commissioners have granted the petitioners
leave to withdraw.

Military.
The Meagher Guards left for home Saturday
In the morning, prior to their
at 1.10 p. m.
departure, the band gave a splendid concert in
The
the rotunda of the Falmouth Hotel.
Providence boys were enthusiastic over their

visit.
Arriving at Hartford Thursday, the Brown
Light Artillery will be eecorted to the Allyn
House, where they will be quartered during
After dinner there will be a patheir stay.
rade, in which the Artillery will take part as a
mounted battalion, and in the evening a banquet. Friday will be devoted to seeing the
beauties of Hartford. The Artillery will leave
for home at 7 o’clock Friday night, arriving
Invitahere at 1 o’clock Saturday morning.
tions have keen extended to the Governor and
staff, Gen. Chamberlain and other officers of
the militia, the Mayor and other prominent
citizens to accompany the battery, and it is
probable there will be a large representation of
invited guests.
A communication has bean received from
the captain of the Worcester Light Infantry,
stating that in addition to the active members
of the company, approximating 50 men, they
will be accompanied by the Veteran and Honnumber of invited
guests, and the Worcester Brass Band, 24
pieces. The entire party will number about
140, including the Mayor of Worcester and
orary

associations,

and

a

members of the city government, Col. John
D. Washburn, and probably Gov. John D.
Long and staff, to whom invitations have been
extended. In the ranks of the Veteran and
Honorary organizations will be many promiThe contemplatnent citizens of Worcester.
ed programme in Portland includes a sail down
the bay, with a clam bake at one of the isl-

ands, followed by a banquet in the evening"
The forenoon of the next day carriages will be

provided for

those who would like to view the

city and suburbs.
Personal.
City Clerk Robinson continues to improve.
George H. Watkins, editor of the Oxford
Democrat, was in the city Saturday.
Mr. Gibson, of "The Elms,” Bethel, was in
town Saturday.
Hon. T. R. Simonton of Camden is at the
Preble.
Prof. Morse w ill remain in Japan about four
months before going to China and India.
Mr. John Syms, the veteran hack driver of
this city, is seriously ill at his homo.
Last Thursday, Mr. O. C. Chamberlain of
the Atlantic House, Wells Beach,

captured

an

82-pound; haddock.
It is reported that

Rev. C. A. Dickinson, of
the Second Parish Church, has received a flattering call from Massachusetts.
Mr. L. V. Walker, one of the oldest and best
known engineers on the Grand Trunk Railway, is seriously ill at bis residence, No. 150
Newbury street.
President Cheney of Bates College is to meet
Miss Cary’s agent in Jthis city to-day to determine the dates for the Cary concerts in Lewiston.

publication

Notes.
that the
The Toronto Globe says

2.30; evening, 7.30,
At the office of the Water Company may be
seen a trout three feet in length hr tank of
water, as lively as when he was taken out of a
water pipe at Lake Sebago, a few days ago.
A Bparrow accidentally hung himself in
He got
front of the Preble House, yesterday.
caught in a string that hung from a branch of
a tree and was choked to death before he could

one

Mbs. J. N. COLLARD.
For Sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle St.,
m y22 t
Portland, Maine.

Henry W. Paine, one of the most prominent
lawyers of the Boston bar, has sailed for
Europe for the benefit of his health. He will
be accompanied by his wife, and will be absent about four months.
Mrs. Louisa Appleton Wells, widow of
ex-Gov. Wells of Maine, died suddenly of
heart disease in New York on Thursday. She
was a daughter of the late Dr. Moses Appleton
of Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J. Sturtevant celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage Saturday evening, by a brilliaat gathering in Gilbert’s Hall, on which occasion some 125 of
their friends assembled to pay their respects to
The presents were
this venerable couple.
numerous and elegant; among them was one
of §200 in gold. Rev. Mr. McWhinnie read a
very

pleasing.'poem.

The Collins Granite Co. Litigation.
Mb. Editor:—As the newspaper reports of
recent court proceedings seem to be misunderstood by many parties who are interested in
this corporation, 1 beg leave to explain.
First, The suit of F. W. GetzJJwasJon a
claim assigned to him by Thomas H. Kemble.
The claim itself was undisputed; but as Mr.
Kemble denied the validity of the assignment
to Mr. Getz, the company could not safely pay
The court
him without a legal adjudication.
adjudged the assignment valid and judgment
for the agreed amount of claim, $l,00o.50, was
entered and immediately satisfied.
Second, The principal suit was the real
action of James Watt, claiming quarry laDds
This suit after a trial
of the value of §10,000.
of five days resulted in a verdict for the company.

and

Finance

Business—Miscellaneous.

_

Third, The other suit of James Watt was on
disputed claim of $580.50. It was submitted
to the court and after hearing a decision was
given for §382.28 without costs.
D. B. Kicker,
Sec’y Collins Granite Co.

a

Grattan Literary Society.
The Grattan Literary Association will give
a grand literary and musical entertainment in
Kavauagh Hall next Wednesday evening. The
programme will be varied in its numbers, and
cannot fail to prove interesting. Tickets are
for sale at the stores of T. J. Welch and T. P.

McGowan, and can also be obtained from
bers of the associatio

mem-

AND

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.

PLATFORM.

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.
Rev. J. K. Smyth terminated hia pastoral relation with tills society yesterday morning. The services were appropriate and im-

The

clearing house figures for the
ending Saturday were §911,118.63.
The

Boston
There
than

week
The

closed
quiet.
more
activity last week
was
the week previous, and the rate inmoney

market

creased from 3J to 4£ per cent. Demand loans
to first-class borrowers were! 5 to 5J per cent,
and discounts mainly at 5 to 6 per cent., with
exceptions as low at 4£ in special cases, but neGreat
wore reported as really slow.

gotiations

satisfaction is expressed with the passage by
the House of the bill to extend the bank
charters, and there is confidence that it will
become a law; when that event is reached, the
authorities say, the money men will feel easier.
The stock market was stronger in the absence
of large shipments of specie, but there was no
Government 4s and 5s
increased activity.
were £ higher and extended 6s J lower.
The dull weather af last week had a very
The
effect on all sorts of trade.

quieting

gaged on orders or
workshops and factories
which produce the necessities of life continued
there activity, but the amount of new business
was reported as quite limited. The hope which
two weeks ago that the present
we
expressed

month would show as good results as last year
has not been realized either at home or in adjacent markets. The farmers and horticulturists have found the damp weather less in-

jurious to their interests, but they have prayed

little more warmth. The oarth had become quite dry, and with a few days of sunshine planting will be hastened, and the grass,
for

a

the

grain

and the foliage come forward

rapid-

ly'

Court.

Papers.

PULPIT

DOWN TOWN.

The high price of meat is still a subject of
solicitude. Early last week a decline was predicted, nuder reports of an over supply on the
other side and the falling off of shipments,
certain large exporters having closed their contracts aud being unwilling to renew under
conditions; but the Chicago market ad-

present
vanced for cattle and dressed beef, with no
In New
prospect of an immediate decline.
York on Tuesday the market closed at the
highest figures reached for many years, with
further
good receipts; on Friday there was a
advance of £ cent. At Albany the same day

the feeling was toward a still strongor market.
The shipments for the week from New York
a
and Boston were about IKK) live cattle and
considerable quant i ty of fresh beef, sheep and
American refrigerator beef was sold
mutton.

Liverpool on Friday at 7£d per pound, genhad
erally for sides, an advance of £d. Mutton
also advanced there during the week. The
latest reports from the We3t and Southwest
confirm the statement of a week ago that
in

there will be an increase in number and quality of animals from west of the Mississippi.
The prices were a shade easier.
The reports concerning fish are of scarcity;
the
the same influences that have affected
elselocal market for fresh fish have been felt
where; the supply has been limited and prices
The
have almost without exception advanced.
at Gloucester
principal receipts of split fish
have come from the "Western Bank, and good
from the
prices were realized. The reports
fleet are that there is a large body of

mackerel

for.
fish on the coast and a good catch is looked
The
The fish are fast working northward.
on
first fare for the season at Gloucester was
mere
Thursday, which brought GO per cent,
at all
than the first arrival last year. Business
has been active under tho circumthe

ports

stances, and prices were high.
The Shoe and Leather Reporter’s review of
the market at the close of the week says that
betrade is progressing satisfactorily, tho sales
and
ing large, without any change of values,
the stocks sufficient but |not excessive. There
is no excitement; neither is there any letharThe demand for leather just about suflices
gy
The season for the sale
to absorb the supply.
of boots and shoes for the autumn traffic has
suitable
begun in earnest, and the call fornot
in the
goods is very extensive and general,
East alone, but at all manufacturing points
in
assumed
is
It
throughout the country.
will be a great deal
every direction that there
of business in any event, and in case the harvests are full, it must needs bo immense.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.
JOE JEFFERSON.

To-day the box office at Portland Theatre

will be open for the sale of tickets for the performance of the “Rivals” by Jefferson Thursday evening. Mr. J efferson has played “Rip”
he is
a ware that
so long that few people are
“Acres is
great in other characters, and his
one of the finest impersonations known to the
will be among the best
His

support
stage.
known in this country, and the performance
will prove

an

eveDt in Portland.
NOTES.

Mr. John Gourlay, for several seasons past
with Salsbury’s Troubadours, will bring an
next
English comedy company to this countryhis sisseason. His father, a well-known actor,
ter Louisa and his brother-in-law, Mr. George
Murray, will be members of the party, which
will appear in Boston at Yokes’ Bijou Theatre
A Statue to Longfellow.
A number of gentlemen met in the Alder_
men’s room Saturday afternoon to confer together as to the advisability of attempting to
obtain a statue to be erected to the memory of
the poet Longfellow in this city. The meeting
was called to order by Rev. Henry S. Burrage,
and Hon. J. W. Symonds, Judge of the Supreme Court of Maine, was chosen chairman,
with Mr. Burrage as secretary.
Mr. Burrage thought if anything of the kind
the effort should be made at
was

attempted

He understood a large number of our
citizens were friendly to the project. He read
the constitution ef the Cambridge, Mass., Association, so that those present could get a good
once.

idea of the best way to accomplish the desired
result.
Mr. George F. Emery was strongly in favor
of the statue and believed in an organization
at which public sentiment
as a focal

point

could centre.

places
Mr. Tash thought there
the
where it was eminently fit that statues of
One was Portland,
be
erected.
should
poet
the home of his youth; the ether Cambridge,
where the most of his life had been passed.
had started the project of a statue
wore

two

Cambridge
That was well.
with national contributions.
local
Now it seemed fit Portland should secure
and State contributions for their statue. There
are 100,000 school children in the State who,
of
he believed, would, if asked, to the extent
at least a tenth of the number give ten cents
are
gladly lor such an object for the young
In return a
much interested in Longfellow.
be given
diploma, neat in character, could

to
each of them which they would feel proud
of
possess. There are 7,000 teachers, many
whom would like to contribute something.
causes
Judge Symonds thought a good many
to mako it difficult to raise
had

conspired

to any distinmoney in Portland for a statue
guished man, or in commemoration of any
notable event, some of which he enumerated.
But there is evidently a strong feeling now in
favor of one to the poet.
Mr. H. W. Richardson, of the Advertiser,
there could be no possible clash be-

At the opening of tho service a numbor of children were brought forward for baptism.
The sermon (Matt, xviii, 3.) had especial reference to this service of baptism. After the

pressive.

sermon

ing

the pastor made a brief address,

speak-

follows:
I cannot close these services without attempting to say a few words relative to my retirement from tho office which, by yonr invitation,
I have held for nearly five years. And yet, if I
as

Convention.

They

understood

are

to

WESTBROOK.

Republican caucus held at Warren
Hall, Saturday evening, to elect delegates to
the State Convention, there was a good attendThe following
ance, 126 votes being thrown.
At the

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

elected delegates: W. K, Dana, Charlos
Foye, M. G. Roberts, A. Libby, Joseph Dunnell, Frank Haskell. The Thomas ticket was
defeated and the delegation is understood to
favor Robie.
were

ternoon, the following were chosen delegates,
receiving 91 of the 92 votes thrown: Wm.
Bickford, Richard Mayberry, Amos Moss,
Thomas
They are all
Urban Lowell.

Given to private pupils by the subscribe!

iONDAY

J. W.

oxm

Allen,

COLCORD,
dtf

Regular four-year courses la Civil, Mechanical
and Mining Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry,
Physics, Natural History, etc. Students are also
admitted to partial or Bocial courses. School for
Mechanic Arts for instruction in English, Drawing.
Next school year
Mathmematies and Shopwork.
Entrance examinations
begins Sept. 25, 1882.
June 1 and 2, Sept. 19 and 20, at 9 A. M.
ROBERT H.

RICHARDS, Secretary,

FRANCIS A. WALKER, President.
F&M4W
ap28

GORHAM.

At a large Republican caucus, held here Sattc day with no record oi
urday, the following delegates to the State
my work to unroll before you. Whatever,
through the Diviuo mercy, I have been able to Convention were unanimously chosen: John
accomplish; whatever successes or failures may
A. Waterman, Stephen Hinkley, H. R. Milhave attended my labors, they are tc-day
can
alone
Him
who
of
Chas. W. Deering, John N. Newcomb
feet
the
to
lett,
brought
judge of the work; and the blessing is asked Edward Hasty, N. M. Marshall. All for Rotime
at
some
and
upon them, that in some way
The following resolutions were also
bie.
they may produce a measure of good. I lay
unanimously passed.
them down with the confession that they are
not great; and with a feeling, which might bo
Resolved, That it is the unanimous and
know that
disappointment, were it not that I forth
hearty wish of the Republicans of Gorham
much
from a little, Providence may bring
that the name of our esteemed fellow citizen,
for the
the Hon. Frederick Robie, be presented by our
good. Yet Ilay them down grateful
in
tho
good tho Lord has sent us, and
delegates this day chosen to the State Convenhe
has
dealt
bountifully tion, as candidate for Governor, at the coming
acknowledgement that
with us.
election.
This is not the time, nor yet the place, to
Resolved, That regardless of local considerathe happiness
speak of personal friendships and have
our delegates be requested to urge the
tions,
which
brought.
and encouragement
they
nomination of Col. Robie, as being for the best
But to you as a society, I may at least express
interests of the entire State, on account of his
all times
my thankfulness that we have at
long and successful connection with State afof
the
in
spirit
been able to labor together
fairs.
for
is
no
it
For
lovo.
exaggeration
brotherly
CASCO.
in
me to say, that in our relationship we have
Saturday night the following were elected
a measure realized that saying of the Psalmist:
“Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for delegates from this town: James Chute, 2d,
brethren to dwell together in unity.”
and Andrew Libby, both for Thomas.
Of the future, we know nothing certainly.
NAPLES.
Yet we may well believe that when the time is
The following were elected Saturday afterripe the Lord will do good unto Zion and build
The Lord will
D. H. Cole and C. V. Lord, both for
up the walls of Jerusalem.
noon:
take care of His church. It is “a tabernacle
Thomas.
of
the
one
not
that Bliall not be taken down:
stakes thereof shall ever be removed, neither
A. B. C. F. M.
shall any of the cords thereof he broken.” ReTo the Citizens of Portland:—In view of tho
member that the stability of the church is in
fact that tho American Board is not strictly a
her truths, which are derived from God’s own
denominational organization, the committee of
word. With twelve foundations under her,
the Holy City cannot easily be thrown down.
have taken the liberty to make
arrangements
And though misconception, and prejudice
to the hospitable citizens of
a
general
appeal
a
for
light
should deter many from searching
Portland for accommodations, and they desire
that is hero, and that would givo them gladwin its
ness, yet, be assured that Truth must
to say that the spirit which has already been
We have but to be
way and prevail at last.
manifested throughout the city, has greatly
to
let
and
in
patience,
hope
faithful, to labor
encouraged them in their work, and led them
the light shine. For the rest, leave it with the
to believe that the solicitations of the canvassLord who “will hasten it in His time.”
ers will meet with a generous response. Should
To say that I will ever follow the movements
there be a good deal of delay and hesitation on
of this society with the deepest interest
the part of those who are asked to receive
were only to assure you of that which you must
guests, the work and care of the committee
Our cause is a common one,
already know.
will be greatly increased, and such means of
and though the outward associations of the
entertainment will have to be resorted to as
fain
beI
would
last few years may cease, yet
would saaly reflect upon the hospitality of our
lieve that the ties by which Christian minds
city. The committee do not anticipats anyare bound together are such as neither time
thing of this kind, however, bat are assured
That the Lord
nor circumstance can sunder.
that our people will gladly open their doors to
fast
stand
and
that
with
“ye may
may be
you,
the strangers.
in one spirit, "striving together with one mind
Clergymen of all denominations in the city
for the faith of tho gospel,” is my prayer.
have entered very heartily into the spirit of
Yea, this also shall be my supplication, in j the occasion, and have not only offered to open
words uttered centuries ago by the Psalmist of
their own houses but have kindly asked their
Israel: “Peace be within thy walls, prosperpeople to do the same.
For my brethren and
ity within tliy palaces.
The committee desire to express their thanks
companions’ sJsakes, I will now say, peac'* be
to the Bishop and Canon of St. Luke’s, and
within thee.”
the rector of St. Stephen's, and to the clergyAt tho close ’of the services the Holy Commen of tbe Baptist, Methodist, Unitarian, Universalist and Swedenborgian churches tor
munion wa3 administered.
their generous proffers of sympathy and assistSECOND PARISH.

sell

on

Brown Blanks, Gilts, Borders, Ac., Ac.

out

Sale with-

reserve.

BAILEY & CO.)

F. O.

Auctioneer*.
d3t

my22___Real Estate corner of Fore and
Hancock Streets
AT AUCTION.
27th,

on

the

at 1

corner

of Fore and Hancock Streets, consisting of two
Houses, each arranged for two teuementis. Sebago
Water, Cellar under one, Ac. Lot about 6000 feet.
The loeatiou of this property in the immediate vicinity of G. T. R. and Portland Company makes It
desirable home for mechanics or sale property to
rent. Sale positive.
F O. BAILEY A C’O., Auctioneer*.
dGt
my 2 2
a

BOSTON.

for Robie.

24, at 10

shall
WEDNESDAY, May
'A M., at salesroom, 18 Eicli&uge
WE o’clock
6uOO Rolls Room Paper, W bite aud

Street, about

on

MASS. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,

SPECIAL SALE

PAPERS

BY AUCTION.

shall sell

Jan24

Holt, N. P. Haskell, J. B. Hammond.
WINDHAM.
At the Windham caucus, held Saturday af-

ROOM

SALES.

May
the Real Estate
WE o’clock P. M„ SATURDAY,

143 Pearl Street.

NEW GLOUCESTER.

At the

knew.

F. O. BAILEY A CO„
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
SaleatMin IN Exchange St.
0.

BAXLEY,

W. 0.

W. ALLEB.

Regular sale of Furniture and General McwLaldlse every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clnoX a.
ootUdtf
in.
Consignments solicited.

come

■

“Tire Growth of Christianity” was the subject of Mr. Dickinson’s discourses yesterday.
The facts presented wore made more impressive by the aid of a large map of the world and
chart.
Tho forenoon text was from Dan., 2; 34, 35.
This was what tho king, Nebuchadnezzar saw
in his [dream, and it symbolized the final
triumph of |the .Messiah’s kingdom over tho
a

kingdom of darkness. The stone cut out without hands not only broke the image.ih pieces,
but itself increased in size till it became a
great mountain which filled the whole earth.
The babe which was cradled in the manger at
Bethlehem was to be Lord of Lords and King
of Kings. The religion of the despised Nazdestined to make its way against all
difficulties, and to become the religion of every
arine

INSTRUMENTS

Thomas.

hand upon tho door, ready to throw it open
that its inmates may come forth. But we must
hid her stay her hand. In the days to come,
when the heart shall bo firmer than it is to-uay
and the present shall have slipped into the past
then, doubtless, the golden door shall full many
Recollection shall sit
a time be opened, and
down and look wistfully into faces that she
Moreover, I

furnished when desired, at very
reasonable rates, and carefully selected.
Also, Private Lessons given on all kinds of Brass
J. COLE,
Instruments. Address,
38 Brown 8treet, Portland, Me.
d3w*
mayl9

lavor

Republican caucus in New Gloucester, Saturday, a full Thomas delegation was
chosen, as follows: D. W. Merrili, Milton F.

was

nation, tribe and tongue.
Despite the ominous predictions Gf the
skeptic, and the pressimisl; despite the fear3
and forebodings of those who see only the evil
which exiBts within the narrow sphere of their
daily experience, Christianity is making giant
strides towards the conquest of the whole
world. The light which first arose to view as a
flickering taper has grown into the blazing
sun whose beams are
passing over the whole
earth.
The most advanced nations of the world are
Christian nations; by following the course of
civilization we can trace the extension and
growth of the kingdom of Christ. During the
last two hundred years, notwithstanding the
prevalent unbelief."there has been a growing
religious spirit. Unbelief though still critical
and sneering, is not so openly overbearing and
The image of
blasphemous as it once was.
unbelief is assuredly crumbling under the force
Rationalism like the
of the gospel resistance.
defunctisms which preceded it has run its
Pantheim is losing its hold on the
course.
cultured mind. Materialism is already being
Euspectod and criticised by its friends. Spiritism is being strangled by the hand of the parafine ghost which it has conjured up. Iugersollism is disgusting everybody who is capable of
blnshing at vulgarity and blasphemy.
There has been not only an increase of faithand religions spirit, but in the last few years a
marvelous crystalization of this spirit into con
Crete activities.
The vast philanthropic organizations are the
legitimate offspring of that charity which
Christ came to establish in the hearts of men.
Other evidences of growth are: The development of the lay element in the work of col portage; ‘the Young Men’s Christian Association
and city missions; the increased generosity of
the people; the establishment of hospitals and
schools and the humanizing of penal institutions.
In the year 1000 there were but some fifty
millions of Christians; now there are 410,900,000. In the last eighty years Christianity has
gained as much as in the eighteen previous
centuries.
Yes, the stone is fast bocoming the great
mountain. God grant that it may grow apace
till it shall be exalted above the hills, and all
nations shall flow unto it.
In the afternoon Mr. Dickinson preached
from tho text found in Phil. 2: 29,30.
“Receive him therefore in the Lord with all
gladness, and hold such in reputation. Because for the work of Christ he was nigh unto
death not regarding hi“ life to supply his lack
of service towards me.” As Epaphroditus was
the agent of the Philippines in his ministrations to the apostle, so is the American Board
the agent which acts for os in behalf of the
missionaries of to-day. And from this thought
the preacher proceeded to draw several reasons
why tho citizens of our city should receive the
stranger3 who are coming to U3 next Fall. Because of the cause which tho Board represents,
and because what it has done and what it is,
we should welcome it to our hearts and homes.
MAINE BIBLE SOCIETY.

The 72u anniversary of the Maine Bible Sowas heid at tho Second Parish church
last evening. Mr. S. W. Larrabee, the president of the society, very briefly stated the ob-

ciety

ject of organization, after which the Scriptures
were
read by Rev. Mr. Dickinson, from the
119 th Psalm, follov ed by prayer by Rev. A.
thought
H. Wright of the St. Lawrence street church.
matter.
tween Cambridge and Portland in this
Tho report of the trustees was presented by
the
One city contemplates an elaborate affair,
Mr. Anderson, and from it wo gather the
about
S10,- Rev.
other a statue by Simmons, to cost
following statistics:
to be confined to the city
of 5,658 families visited, 311 were found
the
Out
subscriptions
000,
to
destitute of Bibles, and supplied during the
and State. He approved of a committee
past ten months by Mr. E. B. Stilson. In Bath
at
draft a constitution, and call a meeting
72 out of 1,711 families were without tho Bible.
some advanced date.
Of the 5,658 families, 3,152, or more than half,
of
were non-church goers, and 2,898children did
Mayor Libby spoke favorably in support
One girl in Bath,
not attend Sunday School.
the matter, as did Mr. Hoyt, of Hoyt, Fogg &
who attends a grammar school, has never
Donham.
heard a religious service, or even a prayer in
It was finally voted to appoint a committee 1 her life. Formerly tho society labored for the
county of Cumberland alone; now it extends
who should draft a constitution and obtain
its work through the State, and will continue
names of those who would agree to subscribe,
thoRO efforts if supported.
at
of
the
10th
Juno,
on
Saturday,
and report
The anniversary sermon was delivered by
the
advisabilas
to
Rev. Dr. Hill of this city, from John iii, 11.
the same place, at 4 p. m.,
“We
speak that we know, and testify that
ity of proceeding with the undertaking.
which we have seen.”
Messrs. H. S. Burrage, J. P. Baxtor, Israel
PLYMOUTH CHURCH.
Washburn, Jr., Geo. F. Talbot, and Thomas
church oelebrated tho twelfth anPlymouth
committee.
Tash were appointed said
of its Sunday school last evening.'
niversary
At a meeting of the committee, held SaturFrom the report] of the Superintendent, Mr.
Talbot was
day evening, Hon. George F.
C. S. D. Griffin, Jr., we loam tho school is in a
elected chairman.
most flourishing condition with an increase of
about thirty scholars, and only one death durFourth ot July.
the year. The treasurer, Mr. B. F. Whiting
the
of
A special meeting of both branches
ney reports $155.94 received, and $137.37 disto see whethbold
bo
will
tonight
Council
bursed,
leaving a balance of $18.57. The anniCity
versary exercises consisted of voluntary, aner a Fourth of July appropriation shall be made
them by the choir,responsive reading,prayer by
We understand the Mayor thinks from the apDr Seward the pastor, singing, reading of repropriations the sum of !$3,500 can b9 spared ports, solo by Miss Ada Kennard, the anniverwork for JeThere is no doubt there is a
for this purpose.
sary exercises “One more year’s
sus,” reading, addresses and benediction.
strong pressure on all sides for a celebration.
ST. LUKE’S.
Other cities in the Btate are making efforts to
At St. Luke’s Archdeacon Kirkby gave a
gather in tho coin of their sister towns, and, for
He
lecture last evening.
several years, a great deal of money has been very interesting
in vivid colors the contrast between
taken from the city to be spent elsewhero. It portrayed
the treatment of the Indians in Rupert’s Land
is actually getting to be a question whether
Fourth.
by the British, and in Alaska by the Russians.
the
to
celebrate
Portland is too mean
The former were friendly to the whitos and for
It is true economy is most desirable in the state
two hundred years no ill-feeling had ever ocIn
curred because no cause had been given.
of our public affairs, but we must be caroful
the other case treachery and abuse had made a
that this desire to not waste the public money
be
could
to
be
drawn
sad picture. Tho lesson
does not drive us into the opposite course makTho Archread with interest by Americans.
otherwise
deacon is a line speaker and moved his congreing the city lose money it would
gation at times to tears.

gain.

caucus, held in Standish,
Saturday, Messrs. Came, Wingate, Estes, and
Dingley were chosen delegates to the State

Republican

consult my own feelings, my departure
would not he made the subject of a public refIf it were possible, I would not have
erence.
the day a sad one. Let Faith and Ilope come
forth and look confidently into the future.
Love stands at the chamber of memory, her
were to

J.COLE,
Teacher «f military Bands.

STAND ISH.

At the

AUCTION

EDUCATIONAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Will be

OSCAR WILDE

on

BLACK SILKS Spring &

DRESSGOODS
CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTED’S
In the above

have

we

a

assortment and shall

fine

mar20

than

same

in this

been shown
We

ever

city.

business and in-

mean

tend to sell

fine goods

some

prices will do it.

if low

will

and

can

have

goods

save

We

36 HORSES

yon

Arrived at my Stable,

money if you will examine

STUDLEY,
253 HMe Street

icdcrsed by ANNIE LOUISE GABY.
Also a choice stook of Brst-alass

S.1IUEL TBURSTOII,

PRICE

Maine

Portland.

Th&M&wly

the advertisements of Spring
After reading
medicines and blood purifiers, we advise the uso of
Impurities of the
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA.
blood, though their name bo legion, tremble and
foar before it. It is the king of all blood purifier?,
and the best of all medicines for Spring disorders.
Sold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S SARSA"
PARILLA, and do not bo persuaded to take any
other. Price, $1; six boltlee for $5.
all

_dftwlw

Dressing.
& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on liand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
food for
every article of which it is composed is
from
grass. It also eCectually drives earth worms
often
so
is
the lawns, and likewise kills moss, which
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable

manures to lawns, also Superphosphates and many
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a long time
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which wo offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is composed to prevent chil
dren using the lawn as a play ground at any and all

times.

ayTrv it and yon will use no other.
But up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
[gj^Direetions in each bag.

also be found at Messrs. Kendall & WhitneyMarket Square, W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble Street, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 40
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, coruer High and
Commercial Street.
It may

C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
112 & 144 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND,

ME.

mh20__fitf
S. H.

LAKMINIE,
Chicago.

A.

W. JORDAN,
Portland, Mo

S. H. LAUMINIE &
t'ornmiiMoa

CO.,

Merchant?.

Seeds,

Provisions,

157 Comuiminl St., Portland, Me.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold ^\
Margins. Correstxmdence iu

-v_122
icago

**

Market

on

mar3dtf

Crewels.

Stamping on

[. NELSON & CO.
dlt

my22

M. E.

war-

HYACINTH?

by

CONSTANCE FENIMORE WOOLSON,
of

Author

the
“Rodman
“Anne,” etc.

Keefer,’’

Published only (and complete) in tho May and
Ointubt MAOAZiifB.
Jane numbers of The
Sold by dealers everywhere at 36 cents each.
may22

_dlt

CIV TACKLE!
In

all Its varieties, wholesale and retail.

Middle

221

Street,

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

C*. I..

BAILEY.

SLM ST*

ma,22

Domestlo Coals
Prices.

FOB SAFE.
2% story house, No. 281 Spring st. Lot 60
by 120 ft. Apply to J. M. CALDWELL, on
may22d2w.
premises.

THE
tbo

Second Iland Counters Wanted.
COUPLE of good socond band counters, 12 to
alto a few shelves, for a
A 15 feet In length,
WM. H. JEERIS, Cahoon Block.
store.
mav22dlw*

Specialty,

Brown’s

and

Made of tbe sweet and wholesome Pine
and Palmetto spiculas of Florida.

Best

Ladles wishing new Scissors, and the largest and
best stock In the State to seleot fi om, should call at
to And a pair
my new store whore they will be sure
that will Just suit them, and at the lowest of low

prices.
and

are

These

goods

are

warranted to be

of my

as

H.

own

buying Black and Colored

Goods, Silks, Kbadanias,
Morie, Mervilieux, Surahs, Table
Linen, Parasols and Hosiery of us.
Dress

We have the best assortment, all
the Novelties, many styles not
shown elsewhere, and sell the best

goods

cheap

as

sold.

as

poor goods

are

J.M.DYER&CO.
Congress St.

511

codtf

jUpis

_

PLANT^FOOD.

oompound ha* been thoroughly analyzed by
competenl Professor of Chemistry, who pro-

This

a
nounces

fear to
■mall

it eood for all

we

claim for it. No

need
Vac n
1‘laul

one

apply it to the most tender plant.
quantity and Increaae a. the

dint urc.
Th,s compositisn gives the plants
and

a

dark rich green

color,

a luxurious
which no other

food gives them; it also gives the flower of the
a brighter, richer and more beautiful color,
t has no equal for Plants in the houso or garden,
and what is of the most importance to the Ladies,

?lants

is its easv application, and it has positively no offensive odor. Try it and you will be well pleased
with it. Direction, with each Box.

Manufactured by

Belknap &, Son,

C. W.

142 & 144 Commercial

Street,

Bed.

sample.

GAUBERT, Agent,

301 Middle Street, Portland.
dim
inaylS

These goods may also be found at W. C. HAW*
VER Sc CO.’S, 9 Preble Street. GEORGE
46
BROTHER’S,
BLANCHARD Ac
Union Street, and A. A. MITCHELL Ac
CO,’St corner High and Commercial Streets,
dtf
mylo

INTERESTING
to those in want of

BOOTS and SflO£S.
In order to reduce onr Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

room

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportnnity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to common medinm grades. Do not fall to call
and examine our goods before bnying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE C0„
Wedding William S. well,
AND
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

Visiting

IIEIIR,

Scissors Repaired and
myl9

Sharpened.
«*3t

GENTS’ GARMENTS
Dyed,

Re-

paired and Pressed,
NO. 46 FREE STREET,
A.

apzS

A.

DAVIS.
dim

CARDS!
just received ajob lot of Fancy Cards, which we
are selling at 3 nnd lO rent, per Ilozen.
Also Birthday, Sohool,;odd cards, and New Seta Sc

IRA C.

STOCKBRIDCE,

156 EXCHANGE ST., Near City Hall.
dtf
maylS

Corn Packer§ !
PRESSES and Dios for the manulactnrc
of Corn Cans for salo. Enquire of

SCREW

mh20dtf

Blit Nil

a

Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf
mobll

HEADQUARTERS
—FOR—

BAND INSTRUMENTS!

“*•

K. HAWES,

C.

177 Middle

St.,

Agent for the unrivalled “Courtols” used by the
latest
great artists Levy and Arbuckle. 1 have thefurnish
styles of French Band Instrument* and can
rates.
any Instrument manufactured at lowest

No. 263 Middle Street.

Cleansed

j Stationer.

tions

D. II. CHANDLER,

MANUFACTURING CUTLER,

or

AND

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-

manufacture

represented.

Fronde

Pino-Palmine does not absorb disease gorms from
It is, therethe body, nor take up the excretions.
fore, always a clean and pure bed.
see a

By

W liarf

"SCISSORS.

Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress.

Hygienic

Lowest Market

(Between Cotton and Center St.)

general

Only

at

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Orders receired by telephone.
aplDdtf

GIBL WANTED.
housework In family
FIRST GIRL for
of three. Must be a good plain cook, washer
and.ironer. American preferred.
Apply at ill
State street.
my22dtf

J.

a

CHAS.

A

Dryest, 6'arest
Bedding.

eodtf

SAVE MONEY

I Cards

322 Commercial Street,

Wanted.
SUITE of two furnished rooms with hoard In
a private family in Portland, for a gentleman,
AdGood references given.
wife and one child.
dress at once, stating location and terms, P. O. Box
may22dtf
2740, Boston, Mass.

Tltc

The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.

4

dtf

COAL.

dtf

A

happy in their arrangement

Cor. Union St., Under Falmouth Hotel

Wholes le'and Re il Dealer in

A Novelette

equally

was

)anl

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
“THE STREET OF THE

used,

were

then the artist

FAIRWEATHER,

8

mayG

any material

permanent.

ranted

Call and

Salle St

Has just added to her stock of fancy work, Zephyr and Germantown
wools, with patterns for working
them.
Also, J outh Kensington

PAIR TUESDAY.

:

d2m

IssT E. FAIRWEATHER,

VANCED TO 20 CENTS

The

drain,

381 Congress Street.

ap2G

BE AD-

WILL

compositions

Top Button, only $2.00.

F. W. DEARBORN’S

HAVE ANY LEFT THE

PILES!

Belknap

ARE

IF WE

CENTS PAIR.

of Spring and Summer

44
Glove Kid
$2.00.
Men’s Low Shoes. Straw and Oxford Tie.
Bals. and Button Boots.
Congress Boots in all prices.
Children’s Lawn Tennis in NEW and NOBBY Styles, &c. <0o., |&c., at

FRESH

NEW,

ALL

Line

Ladies’ Cloth

GOODS AND WORTH 25

A single box has cured the worst
Iintment.
No one
chronic cases of 25 or 30 years standing.
need suffer live minutes after applying tuis wonderful soothing medicine.
Lotions, instruments and
William’s
electuaries do more harm than good.
Ointment absorbs the tumorB, allays the intense
warm in
itohing, (particularly at night after getting
bed,) acts as a poultice, gives instant and painless
for
Piles, itching of the
relief, and is prepared only
private parts, and nothing else.
M.
Bead what tho Hon. J.
Coflinberry, of Cleveland says about Dk. William’s Indian Pile
Ointment: "I have used scores of pile cures, and
it affords me pleasure to say that I have never foand
anything which gave such Immediate and permanent relief as Dk. William’s Indian Ointment
For sale by
tV, F. PHILUPS A CO.

Messrs. C. W.

THESE

CENTS.

Complete

BOOTS & SHOES Just Irrived.

29

PAIRS

2

PAIR,

Cure Found at Fast! No
One Need Suffer!
cure for Blind. Bleeding, Itching, and

Lawn

A

HOSIERY AT 15 CENTS

A Sure

my22

REASONABLE PRICES

PAIRS BUSSES’ FANCY

season.

Wholesale Agents.
mar30
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Ulcerated Piles has been discovered Dy Dr. William,
(an Indian remedy,) called Iir.. William’s Indian

accessories in the interiors, and when exterior

PORTLAND, ME.

WE SHALL OFFER 1053

*

A sure

sep29

SEASONABLE GOODS

the

Richmond.
A raid was made Saturday by officers on the
saloon of G. H. Merrick, and 21 bottles of lager
and two bottles of whisky captured and afterward spilled. Merrick was arrested and tried
before Justice W. S. Hagar, who fined him
8100 and costs.Feb.

PILES7PILES!

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

3 Free Street

MONDAY

purpose

ning for the entire

were

some,

were

with the dim and shadowy

growth

SUNOS AND OSMNS.

the name of the Bed Brook Packing Company!
and is composed of the following named gentlemen: Frank P. Cummings, James S. Libby,
Bandall A. Skillin and Hiram McKenncy. It
this year to pack beef and
is their
thus

_dtf

CALL and SEE
Decker Bros’ Pianos,

church.
The Cape Elizabeth canning company has
reorganized and takou into tho company Mr.
James S. Libby of Portland and built a large
building, of which the formor acts the part of
The company are doing business under
an ell.

com,

2860

RUFFS RAID.
my 20

tho monument of Father DeEose from the
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception,Portland, to the cemetery grounds, and placed it
at the head of the lot. It is a fine piece of workmanship, executed in Italy. A beautiful marble cross commemorative of the Sisters of

with

3200
3140
3925

Also Teams from 2400 to 2500.
Fifteen of these Horses are from
lOOO to 1100. They are adapted
to general business, and among
them are many good drivers.
Any one wishing a good Horse
should call early as there are
many good bargains among the m.

<llt

may22

Bay View cemetery is nearly completed.
Work of improving Cavalry cemetery still
continues; the church has recently removed

tomatoes in connection

Street,

81 Franklin

I PAIR CHESTNUTS,
I PAIR BLACKS,
1 PAIR BLACKS,
1 PAIR BAYS,

Cape Elizabeth.
A Mr. Band of Portland nearly jammed his
little finger off at the machine shop last week.
The'work of laying out the grounds at the

their lot

emblematic,

feb20_

This Morning. Among them arc
several Heavy Norman Teams.

bargains.

the above

HORSES

scullers.

on

eodtf

j

fifty cents per yard less

to

He has a single on the stocks for Hosmer.
Hanlan is now on the ocean, sailing westward to prepare for his championship race with
Boss, at Winnipeg. He is credited in England
with saying that the hardest trial ha ever had
in a boat was with his sister on Toronto bay,
which is rather severe on two or three of the
Engiishex-champion and some of our Ameri-

Charity, has been erected

Congress & .Elm Sts,

Cor.

offer them from twenty-five

Chas. A. Dickinson,
For the Committee of Arrangements.

near

disof the

new

as

ty response.

can

doctrines of this

ciple. Among many
compositions which

Just Received at

The canvassers will begin their work this
week, and onr citizens will soon bavo the opportunity of making such offers of their hosWe bepitality as their hearts shall dictate.
speak for them a cordial reception and a hear-

Aquatic.

very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the

are

Summer

^3xri>

ance.

Williams of Lowell has just shipped a double
scull shell to Hamm and Conley, of Halifax,
He has another
which weighs 51^ pounds.
nearly finished for Buckley and O’Connell of
Portland, and aiso one for New York parties-

A prominent New York
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the ^Esthetic apostle,
in many positions which

ISORB1U'.

leader of Chandler’s Band has his office at this store

and will select such Instruments as may be required.
Illustrated Catalogues sent to any address.

may20_ecdlT
SECOSTD

Maranocook Musical Festival,
JUNE 21, 1882.

OF^JIOOO

CHORUS

VOICES.

Germania Orchestra. Mr. Walter EmCornet, with other eminent

erson, Solo

Solo talent.
The ^rehearsals of the Chorus from
Portland will commence on Friday evening, May 2Gth, at mercantile Hall.

L. A.
may20

TORRENS, Director.
_dlw

Wm. Hennessey & Co.
received their stock of Ladies’ and Geutst

HAVF
Riding Saddles, Bridles, Housing*, Ac., direc
from the manufactory, which they will sell cheap
tor cash.

Also, manufacturer of tine

Custom and

Team Harnesses.

Wm.

Hennessy & Co.,

113 Centre Street, Portland,
maylO

Maint.
din*

MARRIAGES.

The Good Father.

MISCELLANEOUS

“Father,” began the innocent child, as he
leaned over his father’s knee, “you are an awful goodjman—”
my son.”
“You wouldn’t cheat anybody out of a cent,
would you?"
“Of course I wouldn’t. Why do you ask?”
“Suppose, father, that you had §10,000 in

“Yes, I hope

so,

Wabash preferred which had cost you §80?”
“Yes.”
“And they went down to 55?”
“Yes.”
“And Buppose an old friend came here frcm
Elmira who wanted to buy stocks, and could
be talked into believing that Wabash preferred
would touch 75 bofore September, would you
unload on him at GO and rake in liis.cash?”
“No—ahem—that is—see here,
Sylvanus!
The next time I have a dear old friend to call
door to
at
the
listen
me
and
library
you
upon
catch our conversation, you’ll get a dividend
Tell
on curiosity that will last you a lifetime!
your mother te put you to bed an hour ahead
of time for the next week!”

Ill Gardiner, May 11, Edgar N. Burr aud Miss
Anna L. Berry.
lu Waterford. May 8, G. H. Bennett of North
Norway and Miss Agnes G. Russell of Harrison.
L(ln South Paris, May 10, Theodore Thayer of Paris
and Miss Georgie E. Farnum of Sumner.

In this

city, May 21, Moses E.) Perry, aged 02

POWDER
Pure,

Absolutely

The highest hopes and interest of the race
health and strength of
on the purity,
womanhood. Wo take pleasure in referring
our readers to tho romarkable efficacy of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound in all that
class of diseases from which women suffer so

rest

varies. A marvel of purity,
powder
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking Powder Co.
New York.febl8d&wly
This

never

Scythia.New York..Liverpool...May

24

25
25
2G
27
27
27
Mav
Saratoga.New York. .Havana
City of Rome.New York. .Liverpool.. .May 27
Furnessia.New York.. .Glasgow
May 2 7
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool ...May 28
Circassia.New York..Glasgow
May 28
AiJsa.New York..Port Prince .May 30
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool... .May 31
May 31
Amerique.New York..Havre
City of iiichmond..New York. .Liverpool—May 41

Republic.New York..Liverpool....May

MINIA1CRE ALMANAC.May
-<.

j

V
A Never-Palling; Cure for Barns,
Scalds, Braises, Cuts, Sores, etc.
After forty years of trial, Perry
Davis’ Pain Killer stands unrivaled.
It is safe 1 It acts immediately I It
never fails!
Editor of the St. John (N. B.) News, says:
In flesh wounds, aches, pains, sores, etc.,
It Is the most effectual remedy we know of.
No family should be without a bottle of It
for a single hour.
From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
We have seen Its magic effects, and know
It to he a good article.
From I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Otefeld,
Rhenish Prussia:
After long years of use, I am satisfled It
Is positively efficient as a healing remedy
for wounds, bruises, and sprains.
W. W. Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., says:
It Is a panacea lor all bruises and bums.
From R. W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave me Immediate relief.
R, Lewis says:
In forty years’ use it never has failed me.
W. 17. Ltun, Nlcholville, N. Y., says:

Register.
Answer This !
Can you find a case of Bright's Disease of
tho
Kidneys, Diabetes, Urinary or Liver
Complaints that is curable, that Hop Bitters
Ask your neighbors
has not or cannot cure?

C R Milliken.
Sch Abby Weld. Gardner, Eastport—N Blake.
Sch Pearl, Andrews, Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch Treaty, Blake. Castine—N Blake.
Sch Sbepardess. Clifford, Damariscotta—N Blake.
Sch Exact, Kimball, North Boothbav,—N Blake.

disappointment.—Wiggin’s Pellets
have an inherent power to cure Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache,
No

and all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels and
Liver. Never surpassed in the history of rnedi
cine. Sufferers, try them, and ye will suffer
no more.
Fifty cents a bottle at druggists.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Miss Sawyer’s salve, as now prepared, beats
the world. Twenty-five cents a box. Sent by

mail.
Wiggin & Co., Proprietors, Rockland,

J.W.Dee says:
For scalds and bums it has no equal.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KITXER is not
Por forty years
a new untried remedy.

Me.

college students will
fight among themselves, but probably there
tliemare occasions when the professors lock
It seems curious that

it has been in constant use; and those who
have used it the longest are its best friends.
Its success is entirety because of its merit.
Since the Pain Killer was first introduced,
hundreds of new medicines have come and
gone, while to-day tills medicine is more
extensively used and more highly valued
than ever
Every family should have
a bottle ready for use. Much pain and heavy
doctors’ bills may often be saved by prompt
application of the Pain Killer. Unlike most
safe even in the hands
medicines, it
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
will prove its value. Your druggist has it
at 35c., 50c. and 81.00 per bottle.
PERRY DAVIS A SON, Proprietors,
Prouldence, R. I.

seives in

and can’t be

got at.—Detroit Fre e

Brown’s Iron Bitters.
The most truthful and unobtrusive man in
the community will, in one week after he becomes the owner of a setter dog, develop into a
talented, gaudy and ostentatious liar.—Texas

Siftings.

MW&F&wly
If it is headache of any kind that troubles
you, you need never have another attack.
Send $2.50 to Dr. C. W. Benson, Baltimore,
Md., and he will send you by return mail G

ANOTHER LIFE

Brown is very proud of his argumentative
powers. “I always earry my p’int,” he says,
Fogg thinks he has seen Brown when he was
carrying a good deal more than that.—Boston

SAVED!
Messrs.

Transcript.

Nov,25, ’81.

Seth If. Fowled Sons:

Gentlemen—Having received great beneiit from
the

use

Of DE. WISATR’S BALSAM OF WILD

CHEERY, I think it
well

as

than justice to you,

more

no

others who may be suffering

to

as

boxes of his Celery and Chamomile pills and
they will permanently cure you. Of druggists
50 cents a box.

as

I was,

_

Virtue Acknowledged.
Mrs. Ira Mulholland, Albany, N. Y., writes:
“For several years I have suffered from oftrecurring bilious headaches, dyspepsia, and

complaints peculiar to my

Since using

sex.

your Burdock Blood Bitters IJam entirely
relieved.” Price $1.00, trial size 10 cents.

that I should publicly acknowledge the fact. Five
contracted

years ago I

a

severe

cold, which settled

my lungs, producing phthisic

on

breath.

I

coughing

have lain awake night
for

gasping

and

pletely used up.
given up by

I

my

in

was

using two bottles,

was

of

shortness

after night
I was

com-

despair of my life and

friends, when
I

some

one

advised

did so, and, after

entirely relieved.

Previous
be

everything that could

this I had tried

to

breath, till

to try Wistar’s BalBam.

me

or

suggested, without avail;

but, thanks

valuable medicine, Wistar’s Balsam, I

to

your

am

now

enjoying good health, IT SAVED MY LIFE.

I

al-

all lung
ways advise the Balsam to be used for
troubles.

JAS. H. BRADLEY, 85 York St.

majio

eod&w2wnrm

Jim Webster was brought before an Austin
justice of the peace. It was the same old
charge that used to bother him so much in
Galveston. After the evidence wr s all in, the
judge, with a perplexed look, said: “But I do
not comprehend, Webster, how it was possible
for you to steal those chickens when they were
roosting right under the owner’s window, and
there were two vicious dogs in the yard.”
“Hit wouldn’t do yer a bit er good, jsdgo, fer
me ter splain bow I cotched dem chicking, fer
yer couldn’t do it yerself if yer tried it 40 times,
and yer might get yer hide full of buckshot de
bery fust time yer put yer leg ober de fence.
De bes way fer yer ter do, jedge, is fer yer ter
buy yer chickens in de market.”
Poor, digestion
frequently causes trouble
which is all impossible when “W-heat Bitters”
are

used.

_

General George A. Sheridan, of Louisiana,
asked by a lot of horticultural chaps
to whom he was introduced if “they raised
raise pairs?”
pears in Louisiana.” “Do they
echoed the general. “Oh, yes; but not unless
they hold three of a kind.” The joke oi it was
that the horticulturists thought they were talkand went
ing with General Phil Sheridan,
a
good
away convinced that be might know
deal about cavalry manoeuvres, but as for horas
an
Esquimau.
ticulture, he was as ignorant
—Detroit Free Press.
was once

BEST
um

The Richest

BLOOD,
BRAIN and
NERVE

-F-O-O-D-

CAREFULLY PREPARER,
THOROUGHLY TESTER,
ACCEPTABLE Aid) RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat are ita most
valuable food property, and ore, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment

with which to build up the system.
The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is wise to
BUILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves abasia, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tor«a and bitter. It is at once healthftil, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold aa cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druaglsts, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., JTfTs. N. Y.
-1
aasa
=.=1
1

eodeow&weowGm

mar27

The Great Healing Remedy.

Horsford’3 Acid Phosphate

Debility.
Du. EDWIN F. VOSE,

Nervous

in

Portland, Me.,

says: “I have prescribed it for many of the
various forms of nervous debility, and it has
never failed to do good.”
The largest circulation in the world—Jumbo’s.
_

Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills allay and prevent childbed fevers and severe after-pains.
See advt. on page 4.
Cephaldje will prevent convulsions in infants while teething.
music for the walking matches
'The Walk-iire.”—Musical Herald.

Appropriate

—1

The Light running “Domestic”
ful” to use. 12 Elm street.

is

“delight-

It is wonderful what trouble a change of apparel will create. A fellow, for instance, who
has been accustomed to wear a flerby hat,
thinking the day will be stormy, puts on an old
soft hat and starts down town. He meets a
with
young lady whom he is willing to impress
One free-hand grab for his hat
his politeness.
brim, and ho discovers that he has changed
tiles, and also that the motion requisite to tip a
derby simply pulls a soft hat down in villainous
style and combs your hair all the wrong way.
And the lady wonders where your politeness
is.—Lowell Citizen.

should neglect a cough. Take
Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar instanter
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
Nobody

The Cambridge

WF&MeowJDv

FISTULA AND PILES.

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876,) 4«
Hemcnet street, Boston. give special attention
to the treatment of FIStTFI.A. PII.FH, AND
A 1,4. D18EA8R8 OF THE BKCTMI,
without detention from business.
Abundant
references given.
Pamphlets sent
on

application.

o’clock T M.

Office hours—12 to 6

daya.)

_

(except Sunmayl0eod3m

NOTICE.
friends

F. B. KEA»,the
will he pleased to learn
to the
and taken rooms at
that he has
No. 4 Chestnut St., where he is prepared to treat all
kinds of Chronic Diseases. The Doctor has no equal
In Inscribing and locating diseases without asking

questions.

Office hours, from 9 to 12

p.

m.

a, m.

_may6d4w

and after May 11th, the City Liquor Agency

from 8.30
ON will be toopen
6
m.

maylOU2w

p.

a. m.

to 1

police

arrested

a

man,

who,

they said, kept a cockpit and toughened birds
for the ring; but he produced evidence which
clearly proved that he was only raising chickens for Cambridge boarding-house keepers.
He will die in affluence.—Harvard Lampoon.
Friend of the Family to the Boy Twins—
“I’m afraid you little fellows don’t always
You fight each other sometimes, don’t
agree.
Twins—“Yeth, sir, thum-times.” F.
vou?”
of the F.
“Ah, I thought so. Well, who

whips?”

Twins—“Mamma whips!”—Louis-

ville Courier-Journal.
the

M iasma poisons the blood, promoting
“Chills,” “Malaria” and “Shakes.” A sure
antidote and preventative is “Wheat Bitters.”
the
In India eggs are hatched by the heat of
sun.
Performing the part of a hen; therefore,
let it no longer be the boast of Englishmen

“sets” in British provinces.—Richmond Baton.
that

and from 2 to 9

Notice.
from 2 p.

Hysteria,

And

No. 5 Free St. Block*

p, m., and

m.

ORIN RING, Agent.

A

the

sun

never

Portland family directory would

have to

be published to give a full list of families using
the Congrcs Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity and excellence.

258th Edition.

mm THYSEiP,

boxes clears out Rats, Mice, Roaches,
Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bucg, Insects,

press,

YInVo°rrt

Alnomak. from
18th, sobs Sea Foam, and
L Howard, Amboy for
New York for Boston; Ida
for
Deer Isle; MaGrecnport
E A Baker,
York for Boston.
ry Lymburncr, New
Weehawfrom
Alaska,
schs
YANN1S—Ar 18lh,
New York for do;
ken for Boston; Jeru3ha Baker,

Salisbury;
'll

and

8CSALEM^ArVl 9tb,aecbs

..

S£”rt

lH9th: sBhipgSt Francis, (new) Jordan.
^ATH-'sYd
to load for San Francisco.

New York,
T.
Portland,
Ar 19th. sob E G Willard, Doughty,
rami sailed 20th on return.!
GARDINER—Sid 10th, sch Bramhall, Barring-

^°BANGOR—Cld

An19th, barque Addle Morrill.FlowI
drews. New Orleans; sch Nellie S lckering,

Pilatka,

Cld

at

^

Sid

^Isld fm

Fla.

FOREIGN PORTSMalta let inst. barque Carmela B, Cargiola,

inst, barque Caribou, Shaw,
Iquique Mcb 18, barque St Lucie, Ersklns,
Vera Cruz Gth

*00^ Plymouth 7t,h, ship L

d°Sld°fm Pernambuco

^juTamft'eo'inh

B

Gilchrist, from Lon-

12lh, brig Ekith Hall,

Do-

last, barque .Hattie G
seb Rockle E Yates,
YatoB from New Orleans, unc;
do.
Cedar
from
Keyes,
Harris

fairly

was

From Long Wharf, rt^on. 3 p
From Pirn* S.rcet Wbfirf
i;v Philadelphia, at 1C a. id
: half the favc :■#
insurance
'nailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R., and South
by connecting line?, forwarded free of commission.
Kialki Dollar*. llouud Trip *8*
Meals and Boo 3 Included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
«?. *A:VP«0*, Agcoi,
Ko»««r
df.ifi *j
kewf
m.

■

_„

Fredericton* Aroostook 4'ountr,
Lake, and all stations on B. &
B. B*. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
In Bangor over night); for
remain
and
m., noon,
Bangor, Bucknport, Dexter, Belfast und

Piscataquis

Hkowhegnn,

12.45 p.m., 12.55

p.m.,$11.15p.

Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m,, 12.56
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta* Ilallowetl, Gardiner, Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.65 p.
m.,5.15 p. m., 111.15 p. m.; Bath* 7.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m., 6.15 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and finoi Sc
12.55 p.
Lincoln K»
B., 7.00 a. m.,
m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
via
Brunswick
7.00
Lewiston
m.
6,05 p.
a. m.,tll>16 p.m.; Farmington, Phillips,
Range ley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Beadfleld, West Waterville and North
Anson* 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
m.

Will until farther notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Poland, every MONDAY a d THURSDAY, at «
E.ai.. and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
r! uRSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are tilted up with tttta accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
auc! comfortable »oute for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
Si^amars will touch at Vineyard Haven on their paspage to ami from New York. Passage, lotioolu
State Kocm, $5; meals extra. Good?destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to deetinatioa at
For further information apply to
oace.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 3k
Excnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1. no pasdec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this lino.
l

I_H
Cook’* Grand Excursion* leave New York.

April 27th, dune 8th, and .July 1st, 1882. Full
particulars in special Pamphlet, sent free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steamers.

Special facilities for securing good berths. Tourist
tickets for individual travelers In Europe, by all
routes at reduced rates.
Cook'* Excursionist. with Maps, by mtul10
cent?. THOS. COOK & SON, 2UlJBroadway, NT**'

97 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

m.; Ht. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; Bucksport,
5.30 a. m., 5. p. m.: Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 17.45
p. m.; Dexter, 7.05 a. m., 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
6.35 a. m.. 2.50 p. m.; SUowhegan, 8.20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66, flO.OO

a

Indigestion,

the

Diseases of
Torpid Liver

Kidneys,
Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Less of
Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

eases, etc.,

Bitters

Or the same Formula as a Liquid.
ME, AUGUSTA HEALTHS

will speedily

marl

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
|Effectually
the nasal

cleanse®
passages of
Catarrhal virus, caus-

ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,

by removing tliecause.

Keep
Bowels,
Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect health
will bo the result L&di©3 and others subject to Sick Headache will find relief

home repntniion daring the

Has won a
it ajt-the head of
pant sixteen years that places
agents for the cure of the diseases of
women.
Composed of the active portions only of
inuuharmless seeds and plants, it exerts a healing
satisfacence over the female system, and produces
to
Weakness
of
Chronic
form
tory cures in every
which it is applied Send for valuable pamphlet.
answered
proprietor.
by lady
Letters with stamp
will mail
Buy of druggists, if possible; if not, we <»
koxes,
pills on receipt of price. $1.00 per box;
$5.00 Cordial, $1.00 per bottle; 0 bottles, $5.00.
Address H. F. THAYER & CO., 13 Temple Place,

and

completely

heals the
sores and restore® the
sense
of taste and
8mell;bcne!icial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
colds in the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap-

and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and wildly purgative they

therapeutic

PURIFY THE

BLOOD

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.
Price 2S cts. per bottle.
For sale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions.
HEXRY, J01ISS0S & iORD, Props., Burlington, Vt.

STEAMSHIP LINE
In
OLD

peerless

nourishment

for

A

WOLFE’S

the

Send for proofs of wonderful cures. Buy of your druggist if possible; if not, we will
brain.

“MSS.

mail it on receipt of price. 50
cents per box; 0 boxes, $2.50.
& CO., 3 3 Temple Place,
TH&YER
H. F.

Mass._myMMW&F&wlynrm
LYOIAL PINKHAM, OF LYNN, SHA33.,

Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

dtf

deo2

Rumford Falls & Buukfield

70 Broad
mayl7

Leave

i-'i”!‘~:Lewiston,

JPlxlJ adolpbla.
Line* to
there with Clyde Steam
C., and
Cfaarlm.a, S. C., tVmhinjl—
all Bail and Water Linns.
Tbrongli Bates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Bates and information apply to
n. ». C. .11 INK. Agent.
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Mast
feb20d

Connecting

PACIFIC MAIL 8, 8. CO,
FOR

The

As

o

%

a

vegetable decomposition

■M

S

as

e>
N

or

Bound Brook Route.

Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

«.

superior

z

Aromatic Schnapps is

to every

d
a

other alcoholic preparation. A public

E

saltr of

Ok ami aft*r

AND TffltU) AND BEliKS 3Tt>.

Express Trains, Double Track Stone Balias
Be

rare

to bar ncueu (at any railroad
boat office in New England) ria

BROOK

or

New Tori and Philadelphia

ROITTK.

run

Gen. Pars.

lection of

c
d
o

our

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

LEAVING PORTLAND
«. *a.~F©r all stations, through
liu^tca, Canton, Montreal and Ogdena-

to Uur-

country of Udcipho Wolfe's

the medical faenlty and

E

by any other alcoholic distillation have

o

insured for it the

Jg

ft

a

reputation

ARRIVING

Grand Trunk

and Grocers.

No family should bo without LYDIA E. PlNKIIAM’fl
LPIR PILLS. They cure constipation, bilioujnsss
and torpidity of tho liver. 23 cents per box.
43“ Sold by all Druggists.

AlW&Flyw

Railway of Canada.

CHANGE OP TIME.

ON

*

jul4

end

after
18N1. trains

Tor d.orSiaui. 4.00 p. m.,

(mixed.)

For Montreal Qucbre and 1’tiicaijo, 1. 30

STREET,

p.

in.

From

4BRKALS.
Lewbura noil Ankara, 3.30

12.30, 3,16 and 0.00 p. iu.
From (it ham, 3.30, 9.40

dly

p.

a.

m., and

a. in

12.30

iu.

From

12.30 p.

Chicago, Montreal

and

ijnebre,

m.

PASSENGER OFFICES
for
ami Children.

Temporary Home
MEETCNG of this

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Women

-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

will be held at
o’clock

corporation
A the amend
Fraternity Rooms, May 25th, at 4
follows:
the

p. in., to
Art. VII.

Tickets Hold at Reduced Rates

By-Laws, a**

Substitute live for nine in eighth line.
Art. XI.
Accept the last sentence.
Art. XXVII. Omit “no two &c.,” to end of sentence
be
Substitute—Amendments may
Art. XXXI.
made at any meeting of tbo managers
nothe
a
two-thirds
by
vote; provided
tice of such meeting be issued a week
to be
and the articles
previous
amended by therein enumerated.
M.
EN
Sec.
EL
CRAM,
may!7dtd

Portland, Bangor & Macliias
STEAMBOAT CO.

Spring

To

|

Canada,

Eleirois.

Arrangement.
Steamer

LEWISTON,

DEERING,

Vv-

Railroad Wh£

Portland,
every
Friday*
evening, at 11.15 o’elook, or on the arrival of
Pullman train from Boston, fer Korklaad, Cantine, Deer lnle, Kcdgwick, Ho. Went Harbor, Bar Harbor (Mt. Desert), Millbridge,
Jonenport and Maehiasport.
Landings.
Returning, leaves Maehiasport,

termediate

every Mon-

day Morning, at 4.80 o’elook, and Millbridge
every Monday and fburNrtay nl HA. M.,
touching at intermediate landings, arriving in Portsame

evening, connecting

Train for Boston.
Jonesport both trips.

&

with

Pullman

Freight taken for

The Lewiston connects at Rockland with Boston
Bangor steamers for Bangor.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.

Portland, May 1, 1882.

dtf

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward ami prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, cross-

ing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and

Steerage $20 to $32. according to
port. Return tickets very low.
Sterling and Honiinenml exchange in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris European -and
American Express for packages and freight tomL
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidla Coal by the cargo. Apply to
J. E. FAKMEK, Agent,
steamers.
steamer and

Exchange

Street.
dtf

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRAD*

MARKER".
heimnal

Chicago,Millwankce

Ciat iuoHti, St. Ixou!*, Omaha, staginLiiltr City,
aw, Wt. Paul, Stall
S>eaver, Nan IrttutiMO,
p.nd all points in the

West s»;sti Southwest.
j Northwest,
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
|
W. J. SPICER Supulntendent.

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biduoford, Kennebuuk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyporl, rfalem, Lynn and Boston, arriving

At

!)«.

ro.

\

R

oetI7dtt

A special Sleeping
will be
at ti.30 a.m.
ready for oocupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
p. m, and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill ll
p. ID.
At 8.45 a. in. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
statious on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salom, Gloucester, Bock port,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At I.IO p. OB. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Wells, North and South

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with

Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and Western

LUOIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
dec5
dtf

D.

as

a

SeLfLoss of

sequence of

Abuse;

as

Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many4
other Diseases that
of

t

BEFORE TARIII8.<

*n«umptl'nlUaud"u AFTER TARIIS.

Premature Grave.

OTTun portieulars in

our pamphlet, which we desire to
free by mail to every one. KB^The Specific Medicine ia
•old by all druggists at *1 per package, or six packages for
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
MBMHMj
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. If.
•end

|3F*Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congreaa SU,
If Stone, cor. Congress aud Green Sts.
aug'itMl yr

anuiotoir;

points.

Trains leave Boston.
At 8.30 a. oi. and arrive in Portland at 12.30 p.
At
m.
12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. in.
Pullman Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12*30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland, 8.45 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. in).
Through ticket* to all point* WeM and
8o»tb may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Hraii and
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.

^TRADIMARK

Weakness,

and all
Impotency,
Diseases that follow

Memory, Universal

Car

MONDAY. OCT. 17 th,
will run a* follow?:
DLPAKTrBliS:
For Auburn nud I rwidati, 7.10 ». m„
12.36 and 6.16 p. in.
Tor tl.rh.rn., 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p. m.

iljlo foil’s Sod k Cf
dEW YORK.

FARE $1.00.
Th. Jtvonts Steamors Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leaye FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are remirded that they aeoure a comfortable night’a rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Tickets and Staterooms tor sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the varioua
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Genera! Agent.

Train* leure Portland.

claimed for if. For sale by all Druggists

58 (■E4VER

Steamers!

PORTLAND:

Fabyan’e and Bartlett.
0.00
Burlington and Swanton.
d. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
decbdtf
Portland. Dec. 3, 18U
u. in.—From
»• to.-From

salubrity

BOSTON

No. 22

11.00

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

It will at all times and under all ci rcumstancea act in
harmony with the laws that govern tho female system.
For tho cure of Kidney Complaints of either box this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 236 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Slxbottlosfor $6. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in tho form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for e,4:her. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry Send for pamphlet. Add: ess as above. Mention this 1‘aper.

AT

C. L. BAHT LETT A CO.,
rot* Broad St., lla»ion.
or to W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland,
j*38dt-f

115 Niate Street,

mchie

tions.

Positive Cure

for nil those Painful Complaints nn<l Weaknesses
an common to our host fcnmlo population.
It will euro entirely the worst form of Femalo Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and tho consequent
Spinal Weakness, end Is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from tho utorua In
an early stago of development. Tho tendency to can*
ceroua humors there is checked very speedily by Its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of tbo stomach.
It cures Bloating, tleadaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

—

*J.45 i». m.—For Fabyan’a and intermediate eta-

sale nneqnaled

of

ON

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881,

bura«

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

c
d

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent O. B. K. of N. J.

Eastern JLailroad.

notice pawenger trains
as follows:

—

w

{g“n^S*, ®|;SS

Washington Street, Boston.

mhSSdtf

TIME

further

w01

£

over SO years duration in every

For freight or passage rates nnd the f ollest infos
motion, apply to the General Eastern Agent?,

itoani

dtf

Moadny^ecembfri'li, 1SS1,

__Cntll

May

30-

10.

Night

Philadelphia & Roadinjt R. R.
NINTH AND GREEK STREETS,

911
OF

as below.
S. S. City of Para, May 20 | 8. S. Colon,. ...>
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama

land

Stations In Philadelphia

Mass.

other causes,
CHAXCE

an
splendid steamers sail from New
the 10th, 20th *nd 80th of each month
freight for San Francisco

passengers and

Also leave Portland every Tuesday Ere
same time for Millbridge, touching at in-

NJEW ENGLAND AIJESt V,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

ob

[Th©

corrective of water rendered impure by

r

and

new

York

carrying

CHARLES

BOi™

RAILROADS.

general beverage and necessary

Zealand

Island*. New
Anssraiia.

ter, will leave

_

£

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

OTIS HAYFOKD, Supt,
dec3 dtf
Portland. Deo., 6th, 1881.

GO.,

St., Boston,

RAILROAD.

COLONY

received and forwarded dally to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde M ten no*
era, Bailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

Freight

,dtf

and
Canton for Portland
4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
n
‘■'"Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfield,
Pern, Livermore, Wost Sumner and Turner.
___

TONS Government measure; Built in
Brooklyn in 1803; Dimensions over all,

**

DUNBAR &

SCHNAPPS. ;

•

ocfc!7

morning.

Limited Tickets first and second class far
*<*. John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

New York, Trentou k

175x40 ft. 6 in.; Inside or below guards, 168 ft. 8
in. x 28 ft. 1 iu. x 8 ft. 2 iu. x 8 ff. 2 in. Draft loaded
about 5 ft. New Boiler in 1875, New Tubes in 1880.
Bilans Va ton coal per hour at}14 miles speed, carries
about 1000 passengers on a day-route, has large
freight capacity and ready for immediate service, in
complete order. Will be sold low if applied for at
once. For terms and particulars, apply to

Schiedam Aromatic

c
d

o

cnnection with

ning

FOR SALE.

and

BOSTON

FROftS

only.

jKuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bueksport, Sunday

Side Wheel Steamboat

Nervous Prostration. An
invaluable and certain cure. A
ness

—

NEW ENGLAND

a. m.

-BETWEEN"-

ache,Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Hysteria, Convulsions, Sleepness-

AND

—

afternoon

HAY FEVER.

A Vegetable and Cpreal Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
the aged, sufferers frem Head-

^

PHILADELPHIA

t Sleeping Cara attached, run dally, Sundays included, between Boston and Mama Central B. B.

receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
nov24
d&wly48

MW&F&wiy

no3

cod4m

CLYDE’S

trains from
Waterville,
Augusta, Bath, Bockland and Lewiston at 6.40
Pullman
m.
The
Express train at 1.50
Night
p.
The

m.

____

CEPHALINE.

Address
Boston,

eod&w

a11 °f which these

cure

the Stomach,

VEGETABLE TOXIC CORDIAL

Boston, Mass.

5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., tl0,65 p.m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. mM 10.27 a. m., 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.15 a. in., 4.10
p.m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m..
4.35 p. m., fl2.3o a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. in.: Winthrop 10.25
as
follows: The
a. m. being due in Portland
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.40. The day trains
8.36 a. m. Lewiston,
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and 1.05 p.
connecting
p.m.; and
6.00 a.ra

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.

BARATTONI, Manager.feb4

C. A.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

for suffering from

ne excuse

Steamship Compan y

Maine

loosehend
Shen,

and worthily

won

stations on E. Sc N. A* Bnilwuy,
and fll.15 p m.; St* Andrew*, Nl. Ste-

Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; St.
John, 8.15 a. in., 9.00 p. m.; Houlton, 9.00

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,

LYDIA E. PINKHAlVi’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND,

tonio;
Old 21st, brig Moraucy, Woostor, St John, NB,
Benjamin, from Calais for
for New York;
New Haven; L M Strout, fm Bangor
for Bristol; Para, GolAddle, Costello, WiscasBet
York.
New
for
beth, Machias
from Hillsboro
In port 19th, subs L B McNichols,
for do; Ida L,
for New York; Abbio Ingalls, Jogglns
for Washington; Sammy Ford
St
NB,
John,
Ray
Amboy
Eastman.
Reuben
York:
Hillsboro for New
fm
for Hallowell: Morelight, do for Saco; Oregon,
for
Boothbay
Diana.
Girdiner,
for
BrarnNew York,
Boston; Adrianna. Augusta for

WlssarfsJsrc.

dccSdtf

I’, Supt.

ii

a.

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent C 111*0.

MW&F&wly

0019

schs Ringleader, Townsend, St Pierre;
^jldDHb,
M Bird. Fales, Windsor, NS.
schs L M Warren, Woodbury, Port AnAAr 21st,
Mavd M Story, (Dew) from Bath.
_

12.55,

DR. HENRY BAXTER S

prepaid, §1.35,,.

5

Afiriin

and all

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

Jft^‘9 W Bangor,Efrome’rabiworth'for
^S^lSfsch &°B Harris, Kelley,

Ron-

author of the Science of Life

s.

--

stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gon. Tieke„ Agent.

On and after float!ay, Dec.
Passenger
Traiii* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for 8i. John, Halifax and the Province*,

owe

Chapin's Injection UtEra is to bo usea
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure or
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, 81, at
prepaid for SI.25.
druggists, sent by express,on
receipt of $1.35.
Both by express, prepaid,
E. s. WELLS.

.....

South Amboy

Stttarday.

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

or W. H. PARKER, M. D.
4 Bulfimii St., Boston, Mass.
B.—The author may he consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
Xov22eodtaugl

There is

Chapin’s Buchc-Paiba.—A quick, complete
cure for Catarrh of the Bladder. Urinary,
kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea. Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping,
exUlcers, Tumors, &c. §1, at druggie s, by

WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 16th, sch E M Hawes,
Man8on, Bath.
Old 16tli, sch Nellie, Drinkwater, New York.
WASHINGTON, DC—Ar 18th, sch M H Stockham, Reed. Farmingdale.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 19th, sch Canton, for Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, sch Sami Gilman, Hodgdon, New York.
Cld 18th, sch Royal Arch, Howe, Bath.
Ar 19th, brig Antelope, Curtis, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, sch Mary J Adams,
Fitzgerald, Cape Hayti.
Ar 19th, steamer Lancaster, Mills, Portland; briga
Shannon, Sawyer, Cardenas; Cascatelle, Perry, fm
Kennebec; sch Cook Borden, Lunt, Bermuda.
Cld 18tb, barque Rosetta McNeil, Percy, Bath;
sch Geo W Lochner, Wiltbank, Portland.
At Chester 19th, ship Florida, Boyd, from Ant-

from

aad
Leaves f'utf* Port Every WetlnesdEY
*

From

PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 19tb, sch June Bright,

sobs Light of the East,
d°FO(iAKTOWN-Arfor17tb,
sdoo: Silas McLoon, New

Does not

GEO. P. WESi

f

_

—

*

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

dence.

schs Charley Hanley,
FALL RIVER- Ar 17th, 19th
for New York.)
Dyer Rockland, (and sailed
New York.
Johhson,
M
G
Porter,
Sid 18th, sch
DelDUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 17«h, schs
Ernest T
for
York
Now
Bangor;
from
mont Locke,
L L Mills, do for BanLeo Hoboken for New York;
for Philadelphia; Oakgor- Andrew J York, Bangor
Bath
wooil, do for Nqrraganset; Richd W Deu; am, for
Providence
H
Wm
Mjtchell,
for New York;
Machias; Ella. Bangor for
for New York.
Sid 18th, sch Flora King,
NEWPORT—In port 18tb,sciis C H Eaton, Swam,
Caroline Knight, Lewis
for
Eastport;
from Ho .oken
Ann Elizabeth, Kelley,
So Amboy for Marbclliead;

BireeS Stemnship Cine.

Close connections made at Westbrook Jqnetion with through trains of Me. Central K. R., and
Transfer, Portland, with through
at QrandTr*hk
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offlees and at Rollins A Adams* No. 22 Ex-

Thousands of extracts similar to tho above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
religous anl scientific—throughout the land.
The hook is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can he obtained elsewhere for
double the price, or the money will be refunded in every instaiice.
Thousand* of Copies are Mcntby mail, Kecnrcly Kenled nud pout.paid, to all part*of the
world, every month, upon receipt of price, $1.25.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 16th, sch Bessie C Beach,
Crossley, Belfast.
DARIEN—Ar 19th, sch Belle O’Neil, McLaughlin, Boston.
Cld 19th, sch Flora Rogers, Rogers, St John, NB;
Etta A Stimpson, Boston.
CHARLESTON—At quarantine 19th, brigThos
Owen, Pressey, from Mexico for New York, (put in

Emery,

-15D-

PHILADELPIIE A

change Street.

Self-Preservation. A Great Medical Treatise
Manhood; the i'aune and Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, also on
the (Jmold Miseries arising from the Excesses of Mature Years.
SOO pages. Koyal Ho*o. The very finest
steel engravings.
125 Invaluable Prescriptions, for all
acute and chronic diseases.
Bound in beautiful French Muslin, ooibossed, full gilt,
Price only 1 .‘£5 by Mail. (New Edition.)
/

bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.

APALACHICOLA—Ar 8th,
Foster, Aspinwall.
Cld 8th, sch Melissa A Willey, Putnam, for Provi-

Hiram

and
the West.

The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor. He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—

sch Lizzie Major,

LONDON—Passed by 19th, barque
f°NJ2W from
New York for Shanghai.

South

London Lancet.

3S.

Boston

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the

Washington, and the
with Rostan A Albany R. H. for

phia, ifaltimore,

ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE 0 CENTS. SEND NOW.
Tlio Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.— Toronto Globe.
The hook for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science ci Life, or Self-Preservation. It
is worth many times its weight in gold, —Medical Times.

V^^elj^Crow^Gophers^^ipmunlML

19th, barque Nellio May, Austin,

...

Copies Sold!

ror
on

_

barque Addie
Cruz; brig AdSleeper, from Philadelphia
die Hale do for Caibarien; Elizabeth Winslow, (fm
do; schs
Cardenas) for’New York; Olara Pickens,
Maggie J Chadwick, Frank Herbert, and others.
W
sehs
J
Woodruff, BarNEW YORK—Ar ISth,
CP
hour, St John, NB; D K Arey, Arey, Bangor;
Am
Chief, Snow,
Stickney, Nickerson, Kennebec;
Rockland; M 15 Mahonev, Smith, and Avon, Parks,
Fall River; J SPike, Rose.Wareham; Tantamount,
Pendleton, Providence; Mail, Camphell, and Catharine Trask, do; M J Laughton, Hallowelj, Newport
Sardinian. Holbrook, Bristol; Ella, Williams, Bangor; Alb'on, Smith, Augusta.
Ar 19th, schs Florence P Hall, Kelley, from Joggins NS ; L Hollway, Bryant, from Shulee, NS;
Martha Nichols, do; Ella Brown, Coombs, Two Hirbs, Portland; llosie&
ers NS; Mary Stewart, Coo
and
Adra Hatch, do; L T Whitmore. Blackington,
D Marston,
Ida Hudson. Peterson, Rockland; M
Pendelton, Viualhaven: Olive Avery, and Am Chief,
Holdo; Onward, Lowell, Providence; Sardinian,
erook, Round Pond.
Baracoa.
Ar siOtk, sch Mary E Webber, Harris,
Cld 19th. ship Timour, Johnson. Anjier; barques
Cardenas, Fossett, Monrovia; Geneva, Haskell, Barbadoes; brig J F Merry, Bradley, Cardenas; Maggie
Abbott. McIntosh, Gonaives; Stephen G Pinkbain,
Pinkham, Baracoa.
Sid 19th. barque Chas G Bice, for Dunedin; brig
Goodwin, for Gardenas.
from
Passed the Gate 19th, sebs Georgia D Loud,
New York for Thomaston; Loduskia, and GeorgietG D Perry, from
ta do for do; Gen Hall, do for do;
Hoboken fordo; W L Newton, do for do; Nellie
Port
Clark Weehawken for do; Lucy Wentworth,
do for New BodJohnson for Dover; S J Gillmore,

1.03 p. ni.
For Rochester, Spring vale, Allred, Waierboro and Haco Kircr.7.30 a, ia., 1.03
•>. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Ketamine
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.24
a. m., and 3.S5 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 3.35 a. m„ 1.25 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
For lierham,
Waccnrappa, Cumberlaud
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. n>.,
1.03, 6.30 and (mixed)
*0.30 p. n..
The 1.03 p. ns. tiain from Portland connects at
lye' Jcnc. citU Hoosac Toantl Route for
1 iWwt, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
rnVerk via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
Idtpringtlcid, also with N. t 4 N. E. It.
H (‘‘Steamer Maryland Ronto”) for Philadel-

Everybody Needs It.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT,

FINUEKMEN.
Ar at New York 20th, echs Louisa & Ross, Nick'
the
Hook, with 80 bbls; Rartie
erson, from oft
Pierce, Smith, ao,-.
Ar at Gloucester 19th, Bch Mary S Wonson, of
Boothliav, from Western Banks.
Sid fm Newport 20tb, schs Kate McClintock, Sawyer, and Maggie W Willard, for mackerel grounds;
Bloomer, Ellis, do.

18th.
WSld'fm Delaware Breakwater
for Vera

eod3mos

More than One Million

rudder.
Soli Lettic Wells, Warr, from Calais for NYork,
with lumber, while towing through Lubec Narrows
17tb, struck the hawser of a dredge, parted line
and drifted ashore. She was hauled off same knight
without damage and procedeed.

for Bal-

Portland. Me.

*

mar 7

Sid fm Liverpool 19ih, ship Harvey Mills, Mills,
New York.
Ar at Queenstown 10th, ship John A Briggs,Porter, San Francisco.
Ar at Deal 16th inst,'ship Swallow, Duncan, New
Orleans.

Cephas Starret, Lawrence,

ORDER will INVARIABLY be the result.

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN CO.,

[from merchants’ exchange^
19th inst, ship Rembrandt, Paine,

provisions.)

On ami

■

San Francisco.

Barter. Bangor.
Sid 18th, sch
timore.

an

DESIGNS,

KJf”Iastrunients to rent and sold on instalments.
^^Illustrated Catalogue Mailed i'rcc on application.

ORLEANS—Cld 16th, sch Jennie S Hall,

Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,

Andrews,

St.

Grand Menan, Dizby,
Annapolis, Yarn) oath,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Picton, Shedlao, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and prince Edward Island Hall Hoads,
and Stage Koutes.
received up to 41>. m. and any InfyFreight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Slats Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.. T. C. HEli8KY. President, and Manager_nov24dtf

Steamers Eienyora and Franconia

_

Sch Ella Rose, of Castine, 69 tons, has been sold
to parties in Ellsworth, and is to be fitted for the
Grand Bank fishing business.

for

Afr'TEU MONDAY, NOV. ilSth, Mtrnmrr,
at
Ihi. Line will
_Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
every
street,
Monday,
for
at 6 p. m.,
and TUnraday,
Eaatport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobblnston,
•

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER 14. R.
-m
ARRAN «KM ENTT.
after Monday. Dec. 3,
rtf'llSNi, Passenger Trains will leav
Parllaaii ftf. 7.30 a. s»., sac!
p.m,, arriyln* at Worcester
m.
and 7.30 p. ra. Batnrnlns teav
at 3.16 p.
Union Depot, Woreester, at 7.JO a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.35 p. m. and 5.45 p.

THEIR ELEGANT

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 19th, ship Willie Reed,
Yates, New York; Sami Watts, Morton, New York.
Cld 19th, ship Emily F Whitney, Rollins, Queens-

WEEK.

PER

ON ANB

Semi-Weekly Line to Jlcw fork.

WINCES*

SUPERIOR TONE MB FINE VOICING, THEN EXAMINE

jflLEltOBAiSDA
Ship Annie H Smith, Bartlett, at Astoria, O, is being caulked and having a new fore and mizzenmast
put in.
Brie Ernest, which arrived at New York 17th
from Fernandina, was purchased at auction by New
York parties, and came home unner jury masts.
The hull is badly strained and requires strengthening, and will have new masts and spars and new

TRIPS

TWO

Portland and Worcester Line.

Fitchburg,
Ayer Jane.,
Ulinlon,
Nashua, JEoweli, Windham, nnd E,ping at 7.30 a. tsi. and 1.03 p. m.
For Manchester, Uoacorri and points North, xi

Sch Marion P Cbamplln, Freeman, which recently
sailed from Coatsacoalcos for Florida, has been chartered to load lumber at Cedar Keys for Portland at
§10.60 per M.

Ar at Port Eads
Daraariscotta.

__

h'ot

Launched—At Yarmouth 20th, by Hutchins &
Stubbs, schr Lucy A Davis, 620 tons, owned mostly
by the Davis brothers. Capt Roscoe Davis is to command her for the present.
As Camden 20tb, by H M Bean, schr Dora Matthews, 611 tons, to be commanded by Capt Brown
of St George.
At Bath 20th, by Goss & Sawyer, a schr of 700
tons, for the coasting business, and by Hagan & Co
a schr of 69 tons, for the fishing- business, named
Hattie Evelyn.

t0NEW

_

m.

OUTSIDE—A deep brig bound in, supposed the
Hattie M Bain: also, two 3-masted schooners.

ers,

ot'lSB.
many
Celebrated Clairvoyant,
THE
returned
City

any

Neuralgia

**tf

dec2

Female Weakness, Malaria,
and Fever and Ague. Price
25 c«*. Sold everywhere.
Tli&M2w

fet>9

sch Fred Jackson.

JAS. T. FUBBER, Gen. Snpl.
S. H. STEVENS, Gao. Agont. Portland.

Is not quicker than COLPLASLINS’
VOLTAIC
TERS in relieving Pain and
Weakness of the Kidneys,
Liver and Lungs, Kbeuma-

tism,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

on

tion.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and listen.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Bonin may be bad of M. I,. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Ofllce, 40 Exchange Sc.

LIGHTNING

c9 VHW

Brig Hattie, (of Boston) Linuell, Areeibo, PR—
sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch J B Hamel, Feuuiraore, Philadelphia.
Sch K L Warren, Cabbidge, Boston.
Sch Welecme Home, (Br)Peck, Moncton, NB.
Sell Ralph K Grant, Grant, Rockland—lime to C
A B Morse & Co.
Sch E G Willard, Doughty, Bath.
Sch Avail, Deerlng, Wiscasset for Newport.

Hall, pensacoia.

Fall*, Dover,

Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers rnning between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensbnrg trains at Transfer StaTrains

Witch Hazel, American Pine, Canada Fir, Marigold and Clover Blossoms aro what Souford’s Kadical Cure for Catarrh is made of. One bottle Kadical
Care, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford’s
Inhaler, in one package for § 1. Sold every where.

Ar at Havre

For tremulousness, wakefulness, dizziness
and lack of energy, a most valuable remedy is

isperfecUy

Me.

running water,

Arrived.

Press.

before.

Portland,

your heal is ready to fly off, oyes and
throat parched and blood fevfor
erish, or take Sanford’s Kadical Cure
Catarrh and he cured.
Sneeze until

nose

SUNDAY, May 21.

Amateur Printer—There is no regular pastry
cook connected with a printing office, although
sometimes wh6n one of tliobands makesa littlo
pi he makes tho foreman a little tart, and then,
perhaps, the latter complains of being “out of
sorts.”—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

Oreat

York tail the Sunlit and Went.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland ior
Sloasiou
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
for Portland at d.00 p. m.

Treatment $1.

Complete

&

SAILF.D—Brig Willie;

Fall*,

Parlor Cara on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
12.30 p. in. and Portland at 8.46 a. in. and
1.10 p.m.
5'arlor Car henlt *ecared in advance at
Depot Ticket ©dice.
gjp-Tlo; 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Houttil I,inn Wtentner* for New York
and all raii lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
connects with all Bail Cine* for New
train

Clear head and voice, easy breathing, sweet breath,
no cough, no disperfect smell, taste and hearing,
Kadical Cure for
tress, by using Sanford’s
Catarrh.

Kelsey.
Barque VeroDa, (Br) Cassey, Montevideo—W &

leans-Ryan

stalmon

En*tport, Me., Calais, Me., st.^
John, If. It., Halifax, W. S„
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

a. in.

Complete Treatment $1.

Arrived.

after Honda}, April
Train*
Paoirnger
POBTLA.fB
IjKAVE
-N -*f**fOK BOSTON at 8.45 a. m. 1.10
(Express.) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1 15, 6.10. and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bo*
ton at
8.30 a. m. (Express), 13.30, 3.30 p. m.,
writing it Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8^K)
Portland for Mcarborougla Beach
n m.
and Pine Point, at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 and 6.30
p m
(Seo Note.) For Old Orchard Beach,
N„co. Biddeford and Kennehnuk, at 8.46
a.m.l 10,3.30 and 6.30 p.ill. For Well*, at8.46
North Bera. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For
On mid
1 s * J,

Boston.

Complete Treatment $1.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

if they can.

I use your Pain ICillek frequently. It
relieves pain and soreness, and heals wounds
like magic.

IS.' KW'S.

MARINE

mmn radical cure.

22.

San risf*. .4.2b I High water, sF ar;*.. 3.08
..7.27 I Moon sets. 11.37
Sun set*...

OTERWAHONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

wick,

Germain....New York.. Havre.May 24
Schleswig.New' York. .Carthagena.. May 24
May
Citj Washington.. .New Y'ork. Havana.
Alvena.New York. .Kingston— Vtay
May
Montreal.Quebec.Liverpool
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..May

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

Exeter, Haverhill, i.awrence and l.owell,
at 8.46 a. in., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
For
IHnrkct, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in.
Kecheater, and I'iiruiipglou, N. H., ato.4o
For Alton Bay,
a. m.. 1.10 and 3.80*p. m.
at 8.45 a. m. ami 3.30 p. m. For JlnncheoMr
and Concord, N. 55., (via Lawrence.)at 8.46
a. in.;
(via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Homing Train will leave Kcnnebttnk for
Portland at 7.25.
£2—NOTE—The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland, will not slop at Scarborough Beach, Piue
Point or Wells, except to take pnsseugers for

St

Steamship Franconia, Mangurn, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Seu Mary B, (Br) Marlin, Fredoricktou, NB—R U
sleepers to Boston & Maine KR.
Sch Elouise, Gray, Bangor for New Bedford.
Cleared.
Ship Caledonia, Potter, Bath, to load for New Or-

State

Let all wlio wish to he convinced of tills TItY their

FOR

FROM

SATURDAY, May 20.

subject.—Iowa

INSTRUMENTS JN USE.

Valencia.New York..Maracaibo.. .May 23
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.. .May 23

_

that he knows on the

the MOST POPULAR

as

HAILING DAYS OF STEAMH11IPH

much.

Emory Storrs recently delivered a lecture at
Lewiston, 111., on “The Good Old Times.”
The Chicago Journal remarks that Mr. Storrs
lias had as many good old times as any man in
Illinois, bat it doubts whether he revealed all

well

as

family.]

—

“He blew out his brains after bidding his
“Erected to the
wife good-by with a gun.”
memory of John Phillips, accidentally shot as
“A piano
a mark of affection by his brother.”
for sale by a lady about to cross the Channel in
an oak case with carved legs.”—Dr. Hodgson’s
Errors in English,

Are the MOST PERFECT

In Dcering, May 20, Mrs. Lydia A. Patterson, wife
of Rev. H. F. A. Patterson, aged GO years and 11
months. [Eastern papers copy.]
In Freeport, May 21, Mrs. Caroline A. Soule,
aged 49 years.

..

"Wit and Wisdom.

SPOKEN
lat 43 N, Ion 12 W, ship Carrie Clark,
Storer, from Liverpool for San Francisco.
April 12, lat 26 S, Ion 42 W, ship Wm H Connor,
Pendleton, from Liverpool for Wilmington, Cal.

years.
| Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 Vi o’clock at
Burial at convenience of the
No. 55 India street.

STEAMERS.

S It RING ARRANGEMENT.

April 30,

DEATIIS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sid fm Barbadoes 6tb iust, barque Abby Bacon,
Staples, Curacea, to load for New York.
At Curacoa 9th inst, Bell Olivo Crosby. Hutchinson, (from Barbadoes) for New London, Idg.
Ar at Pouce Apl 6, sch Lamoine, Leach, Portland.
At Havana 13th inst, barque Shetland, Haskell,
for Caibarien and North of Hatteras.

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

1>r. E. C. West's Nerve and Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Los®
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused bv overertion,

self-abuse, or over-iudulgeuca

which lead®

to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month s treatfor five dolment. One dollar a box, or six boxe
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
six boxes
John
C.
West*
Co.,
guarantee
proprietors,
to cure any case. With each order received
six boxes, "accompanied with five dollars, the protheir written guart
prietors will send the purchaser
untee to return the money if the treatment doe® not
Guarantees issued
H. H,
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggist*, only agent* u Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

fuK^

through

uov!5

dJkwly4tf

